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Foreword 
Evidence suggests that companies which rank among the leaders in governance 

and sustainability tend to outperform over the long term. We believe it is our 

responsibility to encourage companies to maximise investment returns through 

good governance practices, including respect for society and the environment. 

As a significant holder in the equity and debt of many companies, we are well-

placed to promote best-practice in environmental, social and governance 

matters on behalf of our clients. 

We live in a volatile and uncertain world. Global economies and financial 

markets are more interconnected, complex and more vulnerable than ever to 

environmental or societal disruptions. As asset managers and custodians of our 

clients’ assets, we are not immune to these challenges and threats.  

In 2021 we continued to see a growing interest in responsible investing. A focal point for much of this was the COP26 

conference, held in Glasgow in late November. World leaders and delegates gathered to assess the impact of climate 

change and agree on measures aimed at limiting its damage. Many found the outcome disappointing, following lack of 

agreement over how to tackle the issues faced. But some hope was found in the reaction and clear collaboration of 

many smaller organizations and groups that aim to help fight climate change.   

Further hope for a brighter future was offered by the mass rollout of the various Covid-19 vaccines. This allowed us to 

return to some type of normality and for economies to begin reopening and markets to start recovering. Although one 

by-product of this was inflation, which at first appeared transient but is now proving stickier than first thought.   

As we return to some semblance of our regular routines, there is no doubt that the pandemic has dramatically changed 

the way we spend our time and money. But other things remain unchanged such as the continued migrant crisis, which 

continues to underline the importance of meeting the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These events lead us 

to an inescapable conclusion: environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues are here to stay and will continue to 

influence societies, markets, and valuations. This is why, at Aegon AM, we continue in our goal of capturing ESG value 

and risk, while aiming to contribute to a more sustainable world.   

In this report we details Aegon AM’s key stewardship developments over the past 12 months, which include: 

Increased our active 

ownership activity 

In 2021 Aegon AM’s Responsible Investment team increased its active ownership 

activities by carrying out 596 engagements, up from 575 in 2020. The team also voted 

on 2,963 meetings globally, up from 2,511 in 2020. We continue to utilize our 

milestone-based approach to better track and communicate our engagement 

activities and have seen solid progress in our engagement dialogues, which we have 

demonstrated in their progression to higher milestones.  

Engagement activity The team also focused attention on health and social issues within their engagement 

programme. By using our rigorous engagement process to better understand and 

influence the practices and behaviors of companies, we can contribute to solving the 

pressing ESG issues seen in the world today. A particular focus for Aegon AM has 

been on access to medicines and vaccines for developing countries.   

Expanded our 

responsible investment 

team 

Aegon AM expanded its responsible investment team 

with three additional professionals, bringing the total 

to 17 members as of 31 December 2021. The team, led 

by Brunno Maradei (pictured) conducts in-depth 

sustainability and impact research, contributes to 

product development, supports investment teams 

with ESG integration practices, leads active ownership 

activities and advises on RI policies and reporting. 

Bas NieuweWeme 

Chief Executive 

Aegon Asset Management 
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Group-wide 

commitment to net zero 

In November, Aegon AM’s parent company, 

Aegon N.V., announced its commitment to 

transition its EUR 156 billion general account 

investment portfolio to net-zero greenhouse 

gas emissions by 2050. Aegon also joined the 

Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, a UN-convened 

group of institutional investors committed to 

transitioning their portfolios to net-zero greenhouse gas emissions.  

To ensure progress toward this 2050 commitment, Aegon N.V. has set interim 

targets. By 2025 it aims to reduce by 25% the weighted average carbon intensity of its 

approximately EUR 55 billion corporate fixed income and listed equity general 

account assets where it has control. Aegon N.V. will set additional targets at five-year 

intervals from 2025 through 2050. To reach the 2025 target, Aegon N.V. will make 

adjustments to its general account portfolio and will initially focus on engaging with 

the top emitters in the current portfolio. 

Aegon Asset 

Management (Aegon 

AM) became a signatory 

to the Net-Zero Asset 

Managers initiative.  

In November 2021 Aegon AM signed the Net-Zero 

Asset Managers initiative, joining other groups in 

committing support to the goal of net-zero 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 or sooner, in 

line with global efforts to limit global warming to 

1.5 degrees Celsius. Aegon AM is committed to 

supporting investments aligned with this net-zero 

emissions target and partnering with our clients 

on decarbonization, helping them achieve their own climate ambitions.  

We are working through the setting of interim targets in line with the requirements 

of our signatory status, beginning with the management of affiliate assets under 

Aegon AM’s stewardship. We are also developing dedicated climate-transition 

investment strategies, the first of which invests in global investment grade bonds and 

is scheduled to launch in June 2022. 

Aegon AM launches 

Global Sustainable 

Sovereign Strategy at 

COP26 

 

 At the 26th UN Climate Change Conference of the 

Parties (COP26), we launched the Aegon Global 

Sustainable Sovereign Bond Strategy. The launch 

saw us partner with the Global Ethical Finance 

Initiative (GEFI) to introduce the fund, which 

invests in investment grade government bonds, 

focusing on countries that are demonstrating 

significant progress toward the sustainability targets defined by the UN SDGs.   

In 2022, we look forward to continuing our responsible investment journey by launching innovative strategies and 

further developing our ESG integration processes, particularly in more challenging asset classes where ESG information 

is difficult to procure. We will also continue to seek to achieve the greatest impact for our institutional investors, as 

active and engaged owners of corporate balance sheets.  The coming year will surely bring both challenges and 

opportunities, but we remain committed to providing a more sustainable future for our clients.    
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Principle 1: Signatories’ purpose, investment beliefs, strategy and culture enable 
stewardship that creates long-term value for clients and beneficiaries leading to 
sustainable benefits for the economy, the environment and society. 
 

Company overview 

Aegon Asset Management (‘Aegon AM’) is an active global investor. Our 380 investment professionals manage and 

advise on assets of £344 billion (as of 31 December 2021) for a global client-base of pension plans, public funds, 

insurance companies, banks, wealth managers, family offices, charities and individual investors.  

We organise our investment capabilities around four focused investment platforms where we have deep asset-class 

expertise: fixed income, real assets, equities, and multi-asset & solutions. Each platform has dedicated teams, organized 

globally and committed to maximising client benefit from their specialist areas. These platforms are supported by 

teams dedicated to responsible investing and multi-management. 

By organising our investment teams globally, we 

harness our expertise and research resources 

across regional boundaries. We believe this 

enhances our performance potential and 

generates better investment outcomes for clients. 

Across platforms, we share a common belief in 

fundamental, research-driven active 

management, underpinned by effective risk 

management and a commitment to responsible 

investment. Our investment platforms have the 

flexibility to organize their resources and 

processes to best suit their area of focus.  

We are a global business: Our 1,200 employees work across Europe, the Americas and Asia. We invest globally and 

serve clients locally. 

Aegon Asset Management is a wholly owned subsidiary of Aegon N.V., a leading global financial services business. 

Aegon N.V. is a public company listed on Euronext Amsterdam and the New York Stock Exchange.  

Our purpose 

People are living longer. Across Aegon we are excited by the opportunities this brings. We are here for everyone who 

wants to make the most of their time on the planet and leave it a little better than they found it. That’s why Aegon’s 

purpose is to help people live their best lives. 

Aegon AM is an active global investor. We have the capabilities and experience to help people invest smarter and 

provide the long-term wealth to live their best lives.  

We are a global business. In a complex world, we think and act beyond traditional borders. We organize our teams 

globally by asset class, bringing the breadth and depth of our research and investment capabilities together on behalf of 

our clients. We believe in the investment benefits of responsible investing and aspire to be a force for good. 

While our organization evolves to meet the challenges of changing markets, our commitments remain to:  

• Deliver the highest-quality investment solutions to our clients; 

• Pursue competitive long-term results through active investment management;  

• Provide our employees with fulfilling and rewarding careers in a safe, inclusive and diverse workplace; and 

• Being a force for good through responsible investing and sustainable business practices. 
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Our culture 

For over 175-years Aegon has been advancing beyond borders, expanding its knowledge, broadening its horizons and 

seeking opportunities for clients. Today Aegon AM is a global business that is vibrant, diverse and inclusive. We 

embrace different backgrounds, ideas and ways of thinking. We are positive and outward-looking, with a shared 

responsibility to our clients, the environment and the communities in which we live, work and invest.  

Investment capabilities 

We organize our investment capabilities and resources around four global investment platforms where we have deep 
asset-class expertise: Fixed Income, Real Assets, Equities and Multi-Asset & Solutions. Each of these platforms is headed 
by a global chief investment officer, who is represented on Aegon Asset Management’s Global Management Board.  

Across asset classes, our investment teams share a common belief in fundamental research, underpinned by effective 
risk management and a commitment to responsible investing. In the table below we summarize the four investment 
platforms: 

Investment platforms 

Assets under 

management 

Investment 

professionals Capabilities 

Fixed Income £159.0 billion 144 • Traditional fixed income 

• Alternative fixed income 

• Customized solutions 

• Responsible investment solutions 

Real Assets £18.7 billion 112 • Commercial mortgage loans 

• Agricultural mortgage loans 

• Tax credit equity 

• Natural resources/energy private equity 

• Real estate equity 

Equities £19.3 billion 25 • ESG 

• Income 

• Specialist 

Multi-Asset & 

Solutions2 

£49.5 billion 29 • Sustainable diversified growth 

• Diversified income 

• Alternative risk premia 

• Investment solutions  

• Fiduciary management 

As of 31 December 2021. Assets under management/advisement exclude joint venture assets. Multi-Asset & Solutions platform assets include equity, fixed income and 

real assets allocations within multi-asset portfolios, including those which are sub-advised to specialist investment platforms. In this view these assets are included in the 

Multi-Assets & Solutions platform. Personnel may be employed by any of the Aegon AM affiliates. Does not include all investment professionals. Real Assets investment 

professionals include individuals providing investment advisory services and those involved in investment-related activities. 

 
Our Multi-Asset and Solutions platform includes our dedicated Fiduciary services team serving leading pension funds 

and other institutional parties with a full suite of fiduciary advisory services. We also have additional teams within our 

investment operations, which support the investment platforms or provide specialist services. These include: 

• Multi-management investment 

• Responsible investing 

• Dealing and implementation governance 

• Derivatives, trading, and hedging 
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Responsible investment 

Aegon Asset Management is a global leader in 
responsible investing.  

We believe responsible investment practices can 
generate value over the long term. Consideration 
of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
factors is a core element of our investment 
analysis and decision-making process as well as 
our stewardship activities. 

Our 17-strong Global Responsible Investment 
team supports ESG integration by our research 
and investment teams, leads our active ownership 
activities, develops innovative products and 
promotes responsible investing best practice 
across the organization. 

Through our comprehensive responsible 
investment activities, we aspire to help our clients pursue better long-term outcomes while contributing to sustainable 
capital markets and impactful economic activities. 

As active investors with responsible investing roots dating back over 30 years, we developed a robust responsible 
investment program consisting of three pillars: 

ESG 

integration 

Incorporating ESG factors into investment research and decision-making across our investment 

platforms to mitigate risk and uncover opportunities. 

Active 

ownership 

Addressing sustainability issues by exercising shareholder rights and actively engaging with issuers 

and investee companies. 

ESG solutions Providing products that go beyond integration and active ownership, ranging from strategies 

applying exclusions based on client preferences to best-in-class, sustainability-themed and impact 

investments. 
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Principle 2: Signatories’ governance, resources and incentives support stewardship. 

Governance 

Aegon AM's stewardship activities are governed by our Active Ownership Policy, which outlines the processes and 

standards which we apply to our stewardship activities.  It describes how we implement stewardship on behalf of our 

clients, although these may vary upon instruction from asset owners that we manage segregated mandates for.  

Our Active Ownership Policy has a global scope, although there are some exceptions based on asset classes and local 

laws, while Aegon USA Investment Management has separate voting requirements. It is part of a framework of relevant 

policies that includes our Conflicts of Interest Policy which collectively guide the implementation of our stewardship 

with investee companies. Policies applicable to certain Aegon AM entities or defined fund ranges contain further details 

on specific stewardship activities conducted on behalf of the relevant entities or funds. These are publicly available 

alongside relevant fund documentation. The scope of our active ownership activities extends to investments in all 

corporate entities, including equities and fixed income instruments. 

Ultimate accountability for Aegon AM's Active Ownership Policy and its implementation rests with the Aegon AM’s 

Global Management Board, which includes the chief investment officers responsible for each of our asset platforms 

(fixed income, equities & multi-asset, real assets) as well as the chief risk & compliance officer.   

Although accountability for stewardship activities at the highest management level is commensurate with the 

importance of these activities at Aegon AM, we have found it useful to implement a governance structure to 

periodically inform management board members on such matters through discussion and agreement at lower 

management levels.  Appropriate advice and information from representatives of different functions involved in day-to-

day implementation allows for more effective and better-informed decision-making at the Global Management Board.    

At the end of 2021, we formalized these advisory discussions by creating the Aegon AM Sustainability Board, which has 

a mandate to advise the Global Management Board and other decision-making committees on all sustainability and 

stewardship related matters.  It is comprised of senior management representatives from each relevant Aegon AM 

function, including our asset platforms which have been appointed by each respective Global Management Board 

member.   

The Sustainability Board will regularly review the effectiveness of our Active Ownership Policy and its associated 

policies, through inter-alia policy attestation results, internal audits and compliance reviews, and in the context of 

evolving market and regulatory expectations.  It can then advise and recommend updates to these policies for 

discussion and approval at the Global Management Board. The Aegon AM Sustainability Board also reports to the 

Aegon Group Sustainability Board, where Aegon AM is represented by the CIO for Equities & Multi Asset and the chair 

of the Aegon AM Sustainability Board. 

Resources 

Responsibility for day-to-day implementation of stewardship activities is shared between the appropriate investment 

teams and our specialist responsible investment team. Between these different teams we ensure an appropriate 

balance of expertise to form our position on relevant issues where we manage fully discretionary mandates.  This 

operational practice also ensures appropriate information sharing and integration of ESG factors and stewardship 

findings in investment decision-making. 

Engagement activities are by default conducted by members of the investment and responsible investment teams in 

partnership. Engagement on purely financial matters may be conducted by the investment team alone, whereas 

engagement on certain ESG issues that may not be immediately financially material is typically conducted by the 

responsible investment team members only. For fully discretionary mandates voting decisions are typically taken jointly 

by the responsible investment and investment teams working together.  

  

https://www.aegonam.com/globalassets/aam/responsible-investment/documents/aegon-am-active-ownership-policy.pdf
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Our 17-strong responsible investment team serves as a company-wide, global resource for responsible investment 

practices. Team members lend their expertise to ESG integration initiatives, contribute to responsible investment 

product development and lead stewardship and sustainability research activities to promote understanding of ESG 

issues. Furthermore, the responsible investment specialists are a central resource for responsible investment education 

and best practice. The Responsible Investment team has an average of six years’ experience with the firm and 12 years’ 

industry experience. The team was recently re-structured according to the firm’s asset class platforms (fixed income, 

equities, multi-asset, solutions & multi-management) to allow closer collaboration with the respective investment 

teams, in addition to a sub-team dedicated to implementing clients’ responsible investment policies.  The team is now 

looking to increase its capacity to support the real assets platform. 

In the equity team, stewardship activities are also conducted by portfolio managers. As active equity investors, Aegon 

AM integrates ESG into our investment decision-making to strengthen our investment conviction, support the 

management of our concentrated equity portfolios, and promote a long-term focus. This is an important consideration 

when the general trend in many markets tends to be short term. At the heart of our equity process is the teamwork 

that occurs between our portfolio managers and the independent responsible investment team, particularly on 

stewardship. Outside of our dedicated responsible investing strategies, for our traditional equity strategies, portfolio 

managers form a judgment on ESG issues and leverage the expertise of the responsible investment team as required. 

There are 21 portfolio managers and research analysts that support the ESG integration process in our equity products, 

conduct engagement with companies and consider voting decisions. These investment professionals average 13 years 

of experience at Aegon AM and 21 years in investment industry. 

In the fixed income team, stewardship activities are also conducted as part of the public corporate credit research 

process. The credit research team identifies and analyses financially material ESG and traditional economic factors. ESG 

analysis is included in credit research analysts’ standard research reports. These reports include a dedicated ESG section 

containing a proprietary ESG credit impact categorization along with analyst comments on the main drivers of their ESG 

analysis. Engagement recommendations, if applicable, are flagged as well. In addition, the responsible investment team 

follows up on the issuers categorized with the highest ESG risk, initiating engagements to better understand the risks 

and to encourage their mitigation or management. The Credit Research team consists of 27 analysts and has an average 

of 10 years’ experience with the firm and 18 years of industry experience as of December 31, 2021.  

In the multi-management portfolios, stewardship activities are conducted in partnership between the responsible 

investment and multi-management teams.  Responsible investment team members implement the engagement and 

oversee voting activities in line with the Responsible Investment Policy for Multi-Management Funds.  Multi-

management team members engage with external managers to oversee their stewardship activities across a wide range 

of topics on a regular basis.   

In certain mandates we have limited discretion on stewardship activities, such as those from clients who wish to apply 

an engagement overlay or their own voting policy. For those mandates, the responsible investment team is solely 

responsible for implementation of active ownership activities, according to instructions outlined in the mandates.  

Voting decisions in those mandates are taken by the responsible investment team alone, according to client policies or 

in consultation with the respective clients.  Dedicated staff within the RI team are aligned to specific client mandates to 

effectively implement the mandated stewardship policies of those respective clients. 

Most investment team members undertake specialised training on responsible investment and ESG matters, typically 

requiring at least 8-10 hours. Further specialised training requiring 40-50 hours is recommended, particularly for 

portfolio managers and research analysts working on our dedicated responsible investment solutions.  

  

https://www.aegonam.com/globalassets/aam/responsible-investment/documents/aegon-am-multi-management-responsible-investment-policy.pdf
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Incentives 

Aligning sustainability risks and stewardship activities to remuneration policies is an important component of Aegon 

AM’s compensation programmes.  Each Aegon AM entity maintains a remuneration policy that incorporates our global 

focus on integrating ESG factors into multiple components of the variable compensation structure. 

Performance indicators are a foundational component of Aegon AM’s variable compensation program. To achieve an 

accurate reflection of the overall performance from a long-term sustainability perspective, the remuneration policies 

outline limits on unadjusted financial performance indicators on both the organisational and individual level.   

Our remuneration policies also outline the inclusion of management assessments which are aimed at the risk alignment 

and sustainability of business performance. Such assessments may result in a downward adjustment of any variable 

compensation grant, allocation, payout or vesting. The assessments specifically include both malus and clawback 

provisions, which are described within the remuneration policy.  

Furthermore, the integration of ESG factors into investment decision-making, including stewardship, is incentivised 

through the inclusion of a discrete objective in annual performance targets of each equity investment team member. 

Their performance is appraised against this and influences their remuneration.  Similarly, fixed income team members 

typically have ESG factors identified in their objectives.  

The objectives for responsible investment team members involved in stewardship activities also include targets to 

ensure stewardship information flows appropriately to investment team colleagues for integration in investment 

decision-making.   

Service providers 

Good stewardship requires solid research.  We benefit from numerous specialist research providers (ESG, financial and 

thematic) to inform our stewardship activities, which we use as inputs to our own proprietary research process. We rely 

on specialised and customisable systems to help us track and monitor our stewardship activity, including Factset and 

Aladdin.    

In the UK Aegon AM conducts all engagements in-house, either directly or collaboratively with other asset managers.  

We rely on Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) and the Institutional Voting Information Service (IVIS), part of the 

Investment Association to help us implement our voting decisions.  For certain mandates where we do not have 

discretion to take voting decisions, we rely on ISS to vote according to pre-determined client voting policies, although 

the responsible investment team still maintains oversight of the overall voting activity to ensure it continually meets 

client instructions. 
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Principle 3: Signatories manage conflicts of interest to put the best interests of clients 
and beneficiaries first. 

Gaining and retaining the trust of clients is central to Aegon AM. This means conducting our business with integrity, 

fairness, and openness. All Aegon AM employees must always promote clients’ interests, avoiding any actual, or 

perceived, personal conflicts of interest. 

Aegon AM recognizes that potential conflicts of interest with our clients are inherent due to the dynamic environment 

in which Aegon AM conducts business. Employees must always exercise good judgment to prevent situations that 

would suggest a conflict of interest. The Aegon AM Conflict of Interest Policy aims to ensure the following: 

• Aegon AM is meeting the key requirements of the Aegon Conflicts of Interest Policy. 

• Aegon AM is meeting local regulatory requirements regarding conflicts of interest. 

• All business, client and personal conflicts of interest are covered by the Conflicts of Interest Policy. 

We require all Aegon AM employees to read, adhere and attest to our Conflicts of Interest Policy. 

Our global compliance team maintain our Conflicts of Interest Policy, and failure by our employees to adhere to our 

policy may result in a conduct rule breach and subsequent disciplinary action. Aegon AM’s senior leadership team is 

responsible for establishing and promoting a culture of conduct that comports with our policies.   

In instances where we are unable to implement sufficient controls to prevent damage to our customers’ interests, we 

seek to avoid activities that create the conflict, or we will disclose any material conflicts to our clients. We consider 

disclosure of conflicts as a last resort, and we do not rely on this as an effective method of managing conflicts of 

interest. 

Any communication will be in a durable format and contain sufficient and clear information - reflecting the nature of 

the client - to enable the customer to determine if they wish to proceed with the service. We highlight the risks of 

proceeding and the measure Aegon AM has taken to mitigate these and why these measures have not worked. 

Record keeping 

We recognise that a key component of effective stewardship is the management of conflicts of interest. Aegon AM 

must keep and regularly update a record of the kinds of service or activity carried out by or on behalf of Aegon AM, in 

which a conflict of interest entailing a material risk of damage to the interests of one or more clients has arisen or, in 

the case of an ongoing service or activity, may arise. Aegon AM conflicts of interest records capture the identified 

potential conflicts, listing the mechanisms we use for management of the conflict, and the control mechanism.  

A summary of our conflicts of interest policy is available on our website (www.aegonam.com) and the full policy is 

available on request.  

Identifying and managing potential conflicts of interest  

We identify conflicts of interest in various ways: 

• Reporting and challenging through control groups, where conflicts of interest is a standing agenda item.  

• Employee education and training. 

• Periodic reviews conducted by our local compliance teams. 

• Employees are required to complete a conflicts of interest attestation, which is designed to capture personal 

relationships or arrangements in which a conflict could arise.   
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Should conflicts arise, we escalate the final decision-making on stewardship issues to the appropriate Global Chief 

Investment Officer. Where decisions deviate from our Active Ownership Policy, we record this and document the 

rationale for the decision. We report such matters quarterly to the relevant Investment Management Control 

Committee. Such actions are formally ratified by the Committee and recorded in the meeting minutes. Our legal and 

compliance teams may also be consulted as appropriate. 

Below we highlight conflicts that we managed in 2021 and explain how we managed these. 

Conflict / potential conflict  Mechanisms for management of conflict 

Control 

mechanism 

Where a portfolio manager may 

wish a vote to be made in a 

particular direction to favour 

their funds at the expense of 

other funds / clients 

The Responsible Investment team is segregated from 

the Investment Team and is responsible for voting.  

The Active Ownership Policy sets out the basis on which 

we vote, with reasons for voting being recorded on the 

voting database.  

There is an escalation route to the appropriate Global 

CIO should a difference of opinion occur. Such matters 

are reported to the relevant Investment Management 

Control Committee, formally ratified and recorded in 

the meeting minutes. 

A summary description of the voting strategies and 

details of the actions taken on the basis of those 

strategies is made available to investors on their 

request. 

For Aegon AM US, proxies are voted by the portfolio 

managers responsible for a given strategy.   

Segregation of 

duties 

 

 

 

 

Implementation of 

policies & 

procedures 

Enhanced analysis of investee 

companies could result in Aegon 

AM employees becoming 

insiders. 

• Market Abuse Policy 

• Restricted list process  

• Market abuse training and awareness sessions 

provided to key staff 

• Aegon AM US Insider Trading Policy 
 

Implementation of 

policies & 

procedures 

Increased voting in relation to 

client holdings could cause 

conflicts if matters impact a 

parent or affiliated company. 

• Active Ownership Policy and Responsible 

Investment Framework 

• Signatory to the Principles for Responsible 

Investment (PRI). 

• Aegon AM US Proxy Voting Policy and Procedures 
 

Implementation of 

policies & 

procedures 

Potential conflicts could arise 

when voting at parent 

companies, affiliates or vendors, 

or in clients of and companies 

who share directors with Aegon 

AM. 

• Active Ownership Policy and Responsible 

Investment Framework. 

• Signatory to the Principles for Responsible 

Investment (PRI). 

• Aegon AM US Proxy Voting Policy and Procedures 
 

Implementation of 

policies & 

procedures 

 

Aegon AM does not vote shares that it may hold in its parent company, Aegon NV.    
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Principle 4: Signatories identify and respond to market-wide and systemic risks to 
promote a well-functioning financial system. 

A well-functioning financial system requires stable and secure market participants. Aegon AM is committed to 

maintaining a strong capital position, be resilient to market stresses and honour our regulatory obligations. We achieve 

this primarily through our Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP), which supports the evaluation of the 

risks we run, both from a top-down strategic perspective across the full suite of our financial and non-financial risk 

taxonomy, coupled with our bottom-up risk analysis aligned with to our business activities and processes. 

Our bottom-up risk assessment is underpinned by a comprehensive risk control self-assessment process, recorded and 

rated in our global risk control tool (OneSum X), monitored by our second line Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 

team, with regular reporting through our governance structure. 

Additionally, our role in influencing industry standards is varied and tailored to our concerns or relevant shared 

experiences as a market participant. We work as an active member on several Investment Association committees, sub-

committees, working groups and discussion groups which are relevant to our business model, ranging from the Fixed 

Income Committee, Culture and Conduct working groups through to the Fund Investment Risk Group. Through our 

participation we support our trade body in lobbying for change where our experience indicates a need for more clarity. 

We have successfully influenced several consultation papers and have found partnering with our trade body most 

effective to have our opinions heard. 

In the UK we have an open and transparent relationship with our primary regulator, the Financial Conduct Authority 

(FCA). In 2021 this included engaging in proactive discussions on our implementation of the Senior Manager and 

Certification Regime, specifically around its adoption by our firm as we transformed to a global asset manager. This is a 

critical piece of the regulatory framework to ensure our business is well governed and the conduct of our people is of 

the highest standard, which serves to support public trust and confidence in the industry. Through our interaction we 

have been able to adopt the new regime seamlessly and in accordance with our global operating structure.   

Equities 

Aegon AM’s equity platform is based in the UK. We take a long-term view to investing across our equity portfolios, 

while observing market developments and managing associated risks through action is at the core of our active equity 

approach across all strategies. 

We identify, assess, and manage market-wide and systemic risks across all relevant areas of equity investment. This 

includes, but is not limited to, areas such as the likely impact from macro factors (such as geopolitical and policy risk), 

factor risk in our equity portfolios, ESG risk and liquidity risk.   

From these, market and security-specific liquidity has been a particular area of focus for market participants and 

regulators for several years. This is due to both significant macro crisis situations, such as the 2008 global financial crisis 

and the ongoing COVID pandemic, triggering liquidity risk and fund-specific liquidity events. As part of our equity 

management processes, we assess both shorter-term tactical and liquidity-based issues as well as longer-term strategic 

and systemic considerations. We do this in several ways:  

• Working closely with our specialist risk management functions and equity dealing teams to assess market liquidity 

and volatility, stock-specific liquidity, and the capacity of our equity funds to make well informed decisions on 

behalf of clients.  

• Engaging extensively with companies at both the pre-investment and post-investment stage on behalf of clients. 

• Carrying out broad engagements with other market participants, including other investment managers and 

intermediaries.  

• Executing firm-wide assessments on issues and threats for asset classes.  

• Dedicating time and resources for the creation and promotion of thought leadership and opinion-setting content. 
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Ultimately, it is in the longer-term decision-making context that most weight is given to with respect to market wide 

structural and systemic risk issues. Bottom-up, single company-specific risks and issues (including ESG considerations) 

all too readily aggregate up to sector or market-wide impacts, just as top-down societal impacts quickly cascade 

through markets overall into individual stocks and entities within them.   

2021, much like 2020, has seen several notable examples of both top-down and bottom-up issues emerging where we 

have engaged, acted and contributed to the ongoing provision of capital and liquidity to companies through financial 

markets, (please see Principle 9 for further detail on these engagements) and through engagement with various 

industry bodies with the provision of advice and observation of emerging issues.  

Aegon AM has worked through external bodies such as the UK Investment Association to reflect on the reactions and 

issues raised by the COVID pandemic.  Our internal market assessment and monitoring was coupled with robust crisis 

management, remote-working planning and engagement with regulators, industry bodies and importantly customers to 

maintain market function and ongoing capital allocations. This allowed us to mobilise money effectively into fund-raises 

in the debt markets and recapitalisations in the equity markets for the benefit of numerous stakeholders. 

Away from COVID risks prominent themes have included climate change and the promotion of a well-functioning and 

balanced financial system through action on inclusion and diversity.  We have through some of the direct engagement 

instances been keen to focus on sector specific climate issues with questioning of management and capital allocation 

sponsorship that actively promotes less harmful impacts in the environment. 

In our Inclusion & Diversity (I&D) activity we continue to press through engagement for diversity in boards from a broad 

range of candidates. We have recently hosted our second annual Women in Fund Management Forum which this year 

used a virtual format to engage with the wider industry around the gender gap in asset management. This has 

complemented internal initiatives to address I&D issues and to widen the understanding of their importance among our 

employees. While there remains work to be done here, we are seeing positive steps being taken in boardrooms, across 

the asset management industry and internally at Aegon AM.   

Transparency and reporting play key roles in highlighting systemic and markets risks, ensuring that all markets and 

market participants adequately reflect both on the issues and the progress being made to address threats and 

imbalances in financial markets participants structures. 

Risk management in equities  

There are three independent risk management functions at Aegon AM:  

Portfolio Risk 

Management 

The Portfolio Risk Management team, which independently identifies and quantifies current and 

potential risk exposure levels in portfolios and funds. It analyses and reports on exposures to 

senior management, regulators, and Aegon AM’s internal governance and control framework. It 

also provides risk management services for funds and portfolios, reviewing investment 

proposals, fund launches, ongoing modelling and monitoring mandate changes.   

Core Risk 

Services 

The Core Risk Services team supports model risk management and model validation, policy 

framework and governance, manages the governance for Aegon AM’s Governance Risk and 

Compliance committee, and provides risk reporting to local boards. Portfolio Risk and Control 

specialists are responsible for the daily monitoring and reporting of investment risk within our 

funds and portfolios, and the escalation of any mandate breaches that may arise.  

Enterprise Risk 

Management 

The Enterprise Risk Management team assesses the operational risks within the processes to 

ensure these are in line with wider Aegon AM and Aegon Group policies and Board-approved risk 

appetite. They provide timely and high-quality risk advice and reporting. 
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Fixed income 

Market liquidity has periodically deteriorated over recent years, for example in the early part of 2020 US Treasuries, UK 

gilts and Australian government bonds all faced liquidity challenges. This has been identified by scrutinising bid-offer 

spreads and price anomalies between on- the-run and off-the-run securities. Our response has been to manage 

execution through these periods with increased vigilance. 

Quantitative Easing has been identified as a potential systemic risk if Central Banks were to increase holdings 

or liquidate holdings. Both actions have the potential to distort market levels. Our response has been to focus research 

on the actions of Central Banks to assess effects on financial and other markets. 

Currency liquidity risks in general have unorthodox economic and monetary policy as the root cause of risk.  Our 

response is to analyse policy in countries to identify risks.  

Greater interconnectivity between internal research/resource (including responsible investment) teams and stronger 

appreciation of ‘non-financial’ risks in overall credit assessment has played a strong part in combatting potential market 

risks including those listed above.  

We have been developing our use of liquidity measures from different suppliers, including risk oversight of new metrics 
to understand ESG-related risks. 

 

Real assets 

The task of identifying and recognising the warning signs of market-wide and systemic risk is becoming increasingly 

challenging as financial markets become more complex and globally interconnected. 

Financial markets are continuing to capture and collate information on climate risks and how investors are responding 

to these risks when considering capital allocations. The financial landscape has become defined by low interest rates, 

reduced yields, and a static economic outlook – this has prompted institutional investors to invest in illiquid assets (such 

as real estate) which have their own distinct risk profile. This transition by investors to illiquid assets has been 

responded to by Aegon AM in the strengthening of oversight, further increases in disclosure and in the development of 

a system infrastructure to identify the issues that are highlighted by climate risk. 

The Real Assets business in the UK continues to engage with a broad suite of stakeholders to ensure a cohesive and 

informed approach and respond to market stress and tension. These stakeholders providing representation from all 

aspects of the built environment sector include: 

• The Bank of England Commercial Property Forum 

• Investment Property Forum Research Group 

• Associated of Real Estate Funds (AREF) Working Groups: 

– Investor Committee 

– Secondary Markets Working Group 

– Research and Information Committee 

• Principles for Responsible Investing 

A joint review was initiated by the FCA, and the Bank of England on Open Ended Funds and the risks posed by their 

liquidity mismatch. Aegon contributed to this consultation as manager of a Property Authorised Investment Fund 

(PAIF). The Bank of England’s Financial Stability Report stated that the mismatch between the redemption terms and 

the liquidity of some funds’ assets “has the potential to become a systemic issue”. As a result of this review the PAIF as 

referenced above was suspended, as were several of the peer funds, and after an extended period of suspension the 

fund was formally closed, with the assets to be sold on a managed basis and the arising funds distributed to investors. 
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Greater awareness of climate change has driven a greater impetus to due diligence in the selection of property assets, 

which in the UK is typically represented through an assessment of flooding and inundation risk. This due diligence is 

undertaken by a specialist consultant and with guidance the property insurer and the resultant findings and information 

issued as a formal environmental report with an associated risk rating. The risk rating requires to be no greater than 

low to moderate to be considered by the funds and is aligned to the requirements of the fund’s insurers and where 

appropriate the fund depositary.  

The Real Assets business in the UK is now undertaking a marketplace review of climate risk platform management 

service providers to support business decision-making regarding the physical and transition issues arising in the 

identification and mitigation of climate change impacts on the property portfolio. 

Multi-asset 

Understanding and assessing market-wide and systemic risks remains central to our multi asset team’s strategic and 

dynamic asset allocation practice.  It allows our global portfolios to respond where necessary but also to pre-empt 

market developments where possible.    

We do this through in-depth analysis across various time frames and perspectives.  Our annual Long-Term Outlook 

(LTO) continues to assess macro developments to identify a broad asset allocation framework over a rolling four-year 

horizon. But we realise that markets are fluid, dynamic, evolving in real time; these frameworks are therefore not 

restrictive constraints, rather a guide in which tactical decision making can develop and be tailored to suit the 

requirements of individual mandates over shorter time periods.  In making these assessments we benefit from the 

insights of Aegon AM’s asset-class platforms. Their assessment of top down and bottom-up asset class risks is a vital 

input to our allocation thinking and is described elsewhere. 

ESG risks have become more prominent in multi-asset thinking through 2021. The development of the Aegon AM UK 

Sustainability Risks and Impacts Policy was a welcome contribution, enhancing our ability to understand and 

incorporate these issues in our portfolios and explain them to our investors. Furthermore, the development of specific 

fund-level reporting has brought together the stock-specific asset class insights and permitted managers to understand 

better these risks and opportunities at a portfolio level.  Their publication also allows investors a useful insight into their 

exposure and our thinking. 

We have gone a step further with our UK-managed Sustainable Diversified Growth strategy. Its London- and Dublin-

domiciled funds completed their transition to a fully sustainable philosophy in March 2021.  All securities are subject to 

additional analysis and stringent sustainability criteria appropriate for their asset class.   We believe this will allow us to 

better understand and incorporate ESG risks in these portfolios leaving then better able to meet their growth 

objectives. 

We believe these measures are in our clients’ best interests and an important contributor to market development.  We 

share and promote these developments through strategy-specific material and broader insights.  
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Principle 5: Signatories review their policies, assure their processes and assess the 
effectiveness of their activities. 
 

Our stewardship activities are governed primarily by our Active Ownership Policy and complemented by policies 

applicable to specific Aegon AM entities or fund ranges. Our Active Ownership Policy is global, although the US is 

carved-out from our voting requirements.   

Our standard policy review cycle is two years, with all policies reviewed at least biannually. Policy reviews may occur 

outside the cycle to reflect any relevant new regulations or interdependent internal policies, new best practices, and 

evolving client demands. Our policy suite is maintained and overseen by our Core Risk Services team and ensures 

disciplined reviews take place in collaboration with our policy leads, which helps to drive the continuous improvement 

of our polices. 

Most recently we reviewed a range of policies in preparation for the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) 

implementation and adopted new policies to better control our management of sustainability risks and adverse 

impacts. 

Active Ownership Policy updates are approved by Aegon AM’s Governance Risk and Compliance Committee, whereas 

material updates to policies applicable to individual Aegon AM entities or fund ranges are approved by the respective 

boards of the entities offering such funds. 

As part of our policy framework, policies are subject to a periodic attestation process, whereby the key requirements of 

the policy are reviewed by the policy owner and evidence is provided to support compliance. The results of the 

attestation are reviewed by our second line of defense for agreement and any gaps identified are logged as issues, with 

corresponding action plans developed that are tracked to completion. Our Active Ownership Policy was included in the 

2021 Policy Attestation cycle and the results indicated all key requirements were met. The 2021 attestation found no 

problems and no recommendations for change were made. The results of these attestations are also reviewed and 

discussed by the Aegon AM Sustainability Board, which may recommend updates to the Management Board. 

To assure process and assess policy effectiveness, we have an embedded ‘three lines of defence’ governance 

framework, where maintaining effective stewardship is a key constituent of that framework.  

First line  The first line of defence has direct responsibility for the management and control of risk. All staff 

and executive management are responsible for the identification, assessment and control of the 

risks and compliance with relevant policies. 

Second line  The second line of defence is responsible for the challenge and oversight of risk management and 

compliance by the first line, and the development and maintenance of risk tolerances and policies. 

It does so by providing tools and guidance and co-ordinating with the Governance Risk and 

Compliance Committee. The second line is comprised of: 

• The Enterprise Risk Management team, which is responsible for assessing if operational risks 

are in line with wider Aegon AM and Aegon Group policies and Board-approved risk appetite.  

• The Portfolio Risk Management team, which independently identifies and quantifies current 

and potential risk exposure levels in portfolios and funds. It analyses and reports on exposures 

to senior management, regulators, and Aegon AM’s internal governance and control 

framework. It also provides risk management services for funds and portfolios, reviewing 

investment proposals, fund launches, ongoing modelling and monitoring mandate changes.   
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 • The Core Risk Services team supports model risk management and model validation, policy 

framework and governance, manages the governance for Aegon AM’s Governance Risk and 

Compliance Committee, and provides risk reporting to local boards. Portfolio Risk and Control 

specialists are responsible for the daily monitoring and reporting of investment risk within our 

funds and portfolios, and the escalation of any mandate breaches that may arise.  

• The Compliance team administers compliance programs that are globally coordinated, where 

appropriate, and designed to serve the local compliance programme responsibilities, with 

specific focus on policies, procedures, testing, monitoring and training tailored to local 

regulatory requirements.  

Third line  The third line of defence provides independent assurance and challenge in respect of the integrity 

and effectiveness of the risk management framework. 

 

Our approach to ESG and the supporting control framework was subject to a compliance monitoring review in 2021. 

These areas continue to be part of the universe for compliance monitoring and internal audit, and so are subject to a 

risk-based review frequency. We do not share the outputs of these reports externally, however, through independent 

reporting lines to executive management and our Board, we ensure that actions are logged and tracked to make the 

necessary improvements to address relevant findings.  

This model provides a robust framework for overseeing our stewardship practices. We supplement this with key 

controls, such as trading through approved counterparties and company engagement reviews being tested as part of 

our ISAE 3402 and AAF 01/06 report on internal controls, opined by PWC, our external auditor in the UK. No exceptions 

were identified as part of this assurance in our most recent report to the 12-month period to 30 September 2021.  

Historically, Aegon AM UK has obtained external assurance over our compliance with the Stewardship Code as part of 

our Report on Internal Controls (ISAE 3402 & AAF 01/06). Following the adoption of the 2020 code this was no longer 

an option provided by PWC, given the extended requirements of the new code. As such, we elected to postpone 

external assurance until the market expectations are more clearly established, and assurance providers could 

demonstrate an approach that would enhance value for our customers. For the time being we rely on our internal 

frameworks as described above to maintain transparency and believe this to be sufficient.  

To ensure our report is fair, balanced and understandable, it will follow our standard Financial Promotion review cycle, 

which includes a review from our experienced Legal and Regulatory team, segregated from the production of any 

content. Comments will be incorporated to address any areas of weakness. Additionally, the report will be reviewed 

and authorised by Bas NieuweWeme, our Chief Executive Officer as a final endorsement of its efficacy.  
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Principle 6: Signatories take account of client and beneficiary needs and communicate 
the activities and outcomes of their stewardship and investment to them. 

We combine a global perspective with a focus on local relationships. This helps us to understand changing markets and 

the evolving needs of our clients across the UK, Continental Europe, the Americas and Asia. We are proud to serve our 

diverse and global client-base of pension plans, public funds, insurance companies, banks, corporate entities, fiduciary 

managers, charities, sub-advisory, family offices, wealth managers and individuals.  

We engage with clients in multiple forums, both formally and informally and take the opportunity to gather feedback 

on stewardship issues and reporting requirements. Client feedback is shared with the appropriate investment teams 

and our specialist Responsible Investment team and helps to form our position on relevant issues. 

Every two years our UK business formally seeks client feedback on responsible investing through our ethical and 

sustainable investing survey.  We formally review the exclusionary criteria applicable to our ethical strategies, by asking 

our clients for their feedback on our approach. The results of the latest survey, published in July 2021 are available at 

www.aegonam.com/en/secondary-navigation/news/ethical-investment-survey-endorses-current-screening-approach.  

For mandates where we have limited discretion on stewardship activities, the client’s views and requirements are 

discussed and incorporated in the Investment Management Agreement. An example would be clients who wish to 

apply an engagement overlay or implement their own voting policy – whereby the responsible investment team is 

solely responsible for implementation, according to instructions outlined in client mandates. 

We publish an annual Responsible Investment Report, which describes our responsible investing framework by asset 

class, policies and procedures. The report also contains details on specific responsible investment issues, including 

company engagement and active ownership. The latest report, published in April 2022 is available at 

www.aegonam.com/responsible.  

As part of our client service offering, we also provide clients with bespoke stewardship reporting in accordance with 

their requirements and timelines. 

Outcome 

Over the last three decades our strategies have evolved in response to client feedback and changing societal concerns. 

In 2021 we took a number of initiatives in response to client feedback: 

• We signed up to the Net Zero Asset Management initiative based on feedback from our clients  

• We developed a highly carbon-efficient short-dated investment grade bond strategy, which we seeded with £325 

million from four UK local authorities.  

• We were early adopters of The Investment Consultant Sustainable Working Group (ICSWG) best practice on 

reporting requirements 

• We have been actively working with client and consultants on the PLSA engagement templates throughout 2021. 

• TCFD Reporting (The Occupational Pension Schemes Client Change Governance and Reporting Regulations 2021) - 

Engagement is specifically called out within the ESG reports we are producing for the pension scheme legislation.  

Our first sub-set of funds were produced in July 2020 and distributed six monthly to institutional investors as part 

of our standard reporting suite.  We plan to roll this out to more funds in 2022 and 2023. 

• We responded to feedback from clients for enhanced ESG reporting.   

• We developed a series of client webinars titled ESG Beyond Borders, along with customised ESG briefings and 

training for particular client groups, such as pension funds and insurers.  
  

https://www.aegonam.com/en/secondary-navigation/news/ethical-investment-survey-endorses-current-screening-approach
http://www.aegonam.com/responsible
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Principle 7: Signatories systematically integrate stewardship and investment, including 
material environmental, social and governance issues, and climate change, to fulfil 
their responsibilities. 

In this section we show how we fulfil this principle by asset class, before commenting on our approach for multi-asset 
portfolios. 

Equities 
Aegon AM’s equity platform is based in the UK. They are long-term responsible investors, constructing concentrated 

portfolios that utilise our in-house fundamental stock research. Environmental (including climate change), social and 

governance issues are all explicitly considered in our analysis, as we know they each have the potential to materially 

impact both the financial performance and the valuation of our investee companies. 

Unless a fund is explicitly mandated to do so, we do not make ethical value judgements, nor do we impose ESG-related 

restrictions on the investment universe. Rather, the judgement we make reflects the extent to which we believe ESG 

issues impact a stock’s investment case, either positively or negatively. Materiality is key here. To do that, our equity 

fund managers and analysts draw upon the expertise of our dedicated responsible investment team with whom they 

work closely. Company engagement is regularly shared with the responsible investment team and key ESG issues and 

questions are agreed and discussed on a per-sector basis to reflect a more considered approach and nuances between 

companies. 

As fundamental investors, assessment of ESG issues has always been integral to our investment approach and over the 

past year we have continued to enhance our internal monitoring and reporting of the equity team's ESG assessments. 

We also continue to evolve our thinking in this important area to ensure that our approach remains market leading.  

When researching the investment case for a company it is the responsibility of our fund managers to form a judgment 

on ESG issues and leverage the responsible investment team for its expertise. We assess ‘E’, ‘S’ and ‘G’ factors both 

from a risk and opportunity perspective and tailor this to the specific circumstances of a company, rather than taking a 

blanket approach.  

Importantly, when evaluating ESG factors in the fundamental analysis process, our fund managers and analysts look 

across the ESG spectrum with support from our responsible investment team to ensure that ESG analysis is 

comprehensive and robust. Examples of areas we assess include: a company’s range of products and their implications 

for ESG outcomes; climate change policies and impact; tax transparency; carbon emissions; governance structure; 

management board structure and compensation; social policies; how a company is positioned for the transition to a 

greener economy; and its resource efficiency.  

To bring this together, our equity team uses a three-stage ESG framework to determine the materiality of the 

identified ESG factors from a risk and return perspective.  

Stage 1 Involves identifying the most important ESG factor impacts for a given company. 

Stage 2 When evaluating a particular ESG factor we ultimately want to determine its level of significance 

relative to other considerations. What is the overall impact upon the investment proposition? Is it a 

headwind or a tailwind to business performance or valuation?  

Stage 3 We then look at the direction of ESG change (ESG momentum) and a company’s overall ESG profile. Is 

exposure to these ESG risks or opportunities changing in a positive or negative sense? Can we see 

improvement or deterioration? We believe this consideration is critical, as ESG cannot be viewed in a 

static manner, and as a firm we value and support ESG improvement over time.  
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We illustrate our framework in the chart below.  

 Stage 1 Stage 2  Stage 3  

 ESG factor impact Level of ESG significance Direction of change 

Aegon AM  

ESG category 

evaluation 

⚫  Red ⚫  High   Positive 

⚫  Amber ⚫  Medium ➔ Stable 

⚫  Green ⚫  Low   Negative 

 

Importantly, all information related to research, company meetings notes and engagement activity by the responsible 

investment team is centrally stored to provide easy access to all team members, reflecting our one-team culture. 

Engagement with companies is a central part of our research and ranges from traditional investment factors such as 

strategy, asset allocation, as well as ESG and climate change.  

The responsible investment team’s engagement is well-suited to advancing broad themes such as diversity and 

inclusion which, in aggregate, are key to the effective functioning of the financial system. Climate change has been 

another area of the team’s engagement. The fundamental equity analysts' focus is more specifically upon the strategy 

of the company to deliver sustainable long-term returns to shareholders.  Our analysts directly engage with 

management to better understand the risks, opportunities and materiality of ESG factors, and how companies are 

adapting their strategies to manage those issues. We have included some case studies below to demonstrate how we 

use our ESG integration framework in practice.  

ESG integration in equity research – Case studies  

Below are some examples (across regions) where the investment team have looked at an investment proposition and 

decided that ESG is a driving force to either invest or not invest in a stock. 

Nvidia  

Example Decision to invest where ESG was a positive driver in the investment case. 

Company 

description 

US-headquartered Nvidia is the world’s leading fabless semi-

conductor company. The company also designs and 

manufactures computer graphics processors, chipsets and 

related multimedia software.  

ESG impact on 

investment case 

The stock received a positive ESG rating (green) from our US equity team. The semiconductor 

sector is generally favourable from an ESG perspective, as it works at the cutting edge of 

innovation to make important advances and improve the penetration of technology. Nvidia does 

not have its own manufacturing facilities and since 2014 has required its key manufacturing 

suppliers to report their energy usage, greenhouse gas emissions data and reduction goals. The 

company also performs well across employee engagement and diversity & inclusion. Notably, our 

equity team’s fundamental work on this stock resulted in the stock also finding a place in our 

ESG-focused sustainable equity portfolios as a ‘sustainable leader’. This outcome is testament to 

the deep ESG knowledge which is entrenched in our equity team and illustrates the two-way 

interaction with our responsible investment teams.  
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Bayer 

Example No investment made, with ESG a significant risk to the investment case. 

Company 

description 

Bayer is a Germany headquartered company which provides healthcare, 

nutrition and high-tech material services.  

ESG impact on 

investment case 

ESG risk was a significant factor in the review of the investment case for this company and 

resulted in our European equity team deciding not to invest in the stock.  

Over recent years Bayer has changed its business strategy, which we believe has had a negative 

impact of the fundamentals of the business. At the core of our concerns is an insufficient level of 

governance. Even though the company promotes itself as an ESG leader, our fundamental 

analysis found this not to be the case and that actual behaviour was far from the image being 

presented.  

We believe the current CEO and management structure has been responsible for decisions which 

have significantly eroded shareholder value. Central to this is its decision to take over a US 

agrochemical and agricultural biotechnology company, Monsanto, in 2016. The takeover exposed 

the Bayer business to material litigation costs and reputational damage, stemming from existing 

US court cases against the Monsanto business which led to material fines. Furthermore, the 

merger of the two businesses has also resulted in internal operational challenges.  

These issues suggested that this transaction was given insufficient review by management. Yet, 

despite the negative impact of this deal on the company, the CEO recently received an extension 

to his contract, which further demonstrated the weak governance structure of the business from 

our perspective.  We updated our fundamental analysis of the stock in June 2021 and remain 

negative on the prospects for the company. The ESG integration component of our fundamental 

research is shown below: 
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Meituan 

Example No investment made, with ESG a significant risk to the investment case. 

Company 

description 

Meituan is the leading food delivery and restaurant review app in 

China.  

ESG impact on 

investment case 

Meituan has an estimated 65% market share in the Chinese food delivery market and while the 

long-term outlook for food delivery growth in China is attractive, our Asia equity team flagged 

near-term ESG related headwinds, which contributed to us deciding not to own the stock.  

Meituan is receiving criticism for its treatment of delivery drivers, particularly around social 

security support and treatment of small restaurants, particularly around exclusivity measures. 

Lack of social security protection for riders and bullying merchants into exclusive arrangements 

has dented the ESG standing of Meituan. As well as the commercial costs of rectification, the 

company has agreed to operate in a more cooperative fashion, however behavioural red flags 

remain, which we are monitoring closely.  

Ultimately our Asia equity team assessed the ESG factor impact to be red in this case, although 

judged the level of significance to be at a medium level given Meituan’s strong strategic position 

and the long-term potential of the business. In terms of the direction of change, there was no 

clear evidence of ESG momentum being positive or negative, given that uncertainties remain 

with respect to how Meituan will deal with.  

 

 

Kin and Carta 

Example Engagement is a key part of our approach to ESG and our equity and responsible investment 

teams often carry out joint engagement with companies we invest in. This can also involve 

sharing ESG knowledge with companies and providing our views on how they can better meet 

their ESG goals in areas such as climate change, reporting, or meeting certain industry standards. 

The below case study is an example of this type of engagement. 

Company 

description 

UK based Kin + Carta engages in the provision of digital transformation 

services that apply creativity, data and technology to help clients 

invent, market, and operate new digital products and services.  

Engagement The UK equity analyst responsible for the stock and the responsible investment team met Kin & 

Carta in June 2021 as the company wanted our opinion on its plans to become certified by B-

Corp (certified B corporations are businesses that commit to having a positive impact on the 

environment and society).  

As part of this interaction, we discussed Aegon AM’s approach to ESG analysis and integration. 

We also discussed the B-Corp certification process, how it is progressing at Kin and Carta and the 

proposed timeline for the certification process. Overall, at the conclusion of the meeting, we 

indicated that we would support a shareholder vote on this plan as it was a positive development 

from a sustainability perspective.  
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Fixed income 

Our fixed income stewardship has developed materially across Aegon AM over the past few years. In recognition of 
varying client requirements our approaches have been focused on providing solutions to varying underlying fixed 
income asset-class types. Below, we outline our building-block approach (as seen in the client solution section). Our 
‘Exclusion - Best-in-class - Sustainable-Impact’ approach allows strategies to build on firm-wide resources and offer 
opportunities to further embed our stewardship focus. We have sustainability research in sovereign bonds and 
securitized markets as well a private debt fund based on impact criteria.  

Stewardship for corporate fixed income 

Our fixed income investment process is built upon robust analysis of bond issuers. For corporate credit, we analyse the 

opportunities and risks of bonds and issuers under four principal headings: fundamentals, valuations, technicals and 

sentiment (FVTS). This analysis is undertaken by our global credit research team and involves both traditional business 

analysis and the consideration of ESG factors. Considering these metrics alongside each other allows us to fully 

appreciate the impact of ESG factors upon our investment decisions, with the ultimate goal of ensuring cash flow 

sustainability of issuers. 

Considering ESG from a fixed income perspective is as much about finding improved returns as it is about managing 

risk. Consequently, the way our ESG process is represented in our portfolios is often by those companies we do not own 

- that do not pass our rigorous security selection process - as well as those that do. Considering ESG as part of our 

investment research process helps us minimise the potential for credit rating migration and defaults. 

Our ESG risk analysis draws on multiple specialist ESG research sources and includes notes from any engagements 

undertaken with respective issuers by our research platform and responsible investment team. Analysts consider a 

range of issues in formulating ESG categorisations, with controversial weapons leading to the lowest ranking scores and 

exclusion from portfolios.  

ESG integration typically includes four main steps: 

1. Identification Research analysts identify important ESG and non-ESG factors specific to the company and the 

industry they operate within. 

2. Assessment Research analysts assess if each factor materially affects the issuer’s fundamentals.  

3. Incorporation Research analysts incorporate the fundamental impact into the credit assessment and their 

credit recommendation to support a discussion with portfolio managers. 

4. Integration Portfolio managers integrate analysts’ recommendations, including ESG factors, into the 

portfolio construction process as appropriate to the client’s mandate. 

The credit research team’s proprietary analysis incorporates qualitative and quantitative elements to determine and 

assess the potential materiality of the ESG issues and the impact on an issuer’s credit fundamentals. Focus is given to 

the potential economic impact ESG issues may have on the issuer’s ability and willingness to meet debt obligations. 

Materiality of ESG factors is ultimately defined according to the team’s proprietary ESG categories shown in the table 

on the following page. We assign an ESG category to each issuer based on the analyst’s determination of the materiality 

of ESG factors. 

Following ESG risk categorization the respective analyst may recommend further engagement on topics of concern, 

flagging the issuer to our responsible investment team. There are many triggers that may start and develop 

engagement. Engagements typically last over several quarters, with milestones for improvement monitored or fed back 

to the company and portfolio managers for further consideration.  
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Engagement, triggers and milestones 

We believe that taking responsibility as an 

investor also means being a truly active owner, 

not just as a shareholder but as a financier more 

broadly. We aspire to influence positive change by 

engaging in dialogue with issuers, either 

bilaterally or as part of an investor consortium. 

This dialogue can provide opportunities to 

highlight ESG risks, inform management on 

sustainability concerns, promote growth in 

sustainable business lines or advocate for changes 

that align with responsible investment standards. 

Successful engagement can also create new 

investment opportunities. By spearheading 

engagement and exercising equity voting rights, 

we try to use our voice and actions to effect 

positive change. 

We classify our engagements by topic: general 

disclosure, where we are seeking additional 

information from the issuer on practices or 

products; and by ESG headings, where we are 

seeking performance improvements in 

environmental, social or governance areas respectively. We track engagements with a milestone-based approach: 

Milestone 1 We have flagged our concerns and contacted the company. 

Milestone 2 The company responds (in writing or by phone call) and the dialogue begins. 

Milestone 3 The company has taken concrete steps to resolve our concerns. 

Milestone 4 The engagement goal has been achieved. 

No further action 

required 

In some cases, our assessment changes and - following discussions with the company - we do 

not pursue the engagement. We categorize the engagement as ‘no further action required’. 

Our responsible investment team updates analysts and portfolio managers of unsatisfactory answers at milestone 2 or 

3. This includes updating our centralised databases and making direct contact to ensure relevant analysts are kept fully 

informed.  

We communicate any closure of an engagement process. Should there be no progress we may escalate the 

engagement through collaboration, speaking with senior management, or recommending divestment. While our 

preferred outcome is successful engagement, we may decide to reduce partially or completely investments. Poor 

engagement outcomes would also dissuade us from initial investment.  

The responsible investment team also share engagement where they believe the 

most effective influence can be achieved through concerted group activity. Aegon AM 

supports Climate 100+ and that engagement has been influential in keeping fixed 

income analysts and portfolio managers comfortable with increasing the pace of 

pressure regarding adherence to the Paris Climate accord along with transparency 

and reporting consistent with the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures 

(TCFD).   

Proprietary ESG credit research framework 

Category Description 

1. Responsible 

leader 

The fundamentals are positively affected 

by effective ESG practices. 

2. Minimal risk Fundamentally low exposure to ESG risks 

or presence of factors that mitigate most 

of the ESG risks.  

3. Event risk 

potential 

ESG risk exposures could negatively affect 

the issuer fundamentals, but the effect is 

not measurable, and timing is uncertain. 

4. Credit outlook 

impact 

ESG risks are resulting in pressure on the 

issuer fundamentals, however we expect 

limited impact on the credit rating. 

5. Internal rating 

override 

ESG factors have resulted in a material 

effect on the issuer fundamentals, that 

may or may not be currently reflected 

in its credit rating. 
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Fixed income engagement examples 

Experian 

Country US 

Milestone 3 (the company has taken concrete steps to resolve our concerns) 

Background Experian is a multinational consumer credit reporting 

company. Experian collects and aggregates information on 

over 1 billion people and businesses, including 235 million 

individual U.S. consumers and more than 25 million U.S. 

businesses. Experian was rated an ESG category 4 by the 

Aegon AM research analyst covering the issuer, primarily due to alleged data breaches which had 

taken place in Brazil and South Africa, and a separate issue regarding elevated customer 

complaints in the US around credit scores. 

Engagement 

actions and 

results 

We began engagement in 2021 through contact with the company about our concerns. This was 

quickly responded to by the issuer and a meeting was organised between Aegon AM 

representatives and Experian. During this meeting we established further background into the 

alleged breaches. The company explained that a full investigation was launched at the time of 

the alleged breach and top management in Experian were involved with all decision-making and 

the initial set-up of the investigation. An external cyber security company and auditors were 

brought in to assist the Experian team. Upon conclusion of the investigations, no breaches were 

found to have taken place. However, in the South African case, through the investigation, know-

your-client and onboarding issues were flagged, to which a full review and changes were 

implemented. The company has not disclosed the full findings of the Brazil investigation, 

something which we raised as a concern. 

Regarding the rise in complaints in the US, Experian is confident the material increase is 

inherently linked to the ‘credit repair industry’, where third parties are effectively encouraging 

customers to complain to try to remove negative credit data from their credit profile. Those 

complaints are typically initially directed at financial institutions, but with the credit bureau 

institutions also involved as the repository of the credit data. Management believe that this is an 

industry-wide issue, and that the inherent data accuracy behind their credit scores in the US is 

very strong and has improved from 98.3% in 2016 to 99.9% at the end of 2020. While the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) continues to focus on real complaints and issues, 

Experian does not believe that the credit repair industry is about to face a major regulatory 

review. 

Conclusion While we believe that Experian could do more around data risk management disclosure, such as 

disclosing the findings of its Brazil investigation or providing data points around the resilience of 

its systems, we take confidence from the company’s overall strong ESG and sustainability 

disclosure and its quick and efficient engagement to our questions.  

In light of our meeting and new disclosure, we upgraded the Aegon AM ESG category to ‘3’ and 

will continue to monitor Experian’s ESG risks and data risk management closely. We have 

continued to hold Experian bonds following this engagement process. 
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Wells Fargo 

Country US 

Milestone 2 (company responds and the dialogue begins) 

Background Wells Fargo is an US-based multi-national financial services company. It provides 

banking, investment and mortgage products and services to customers, as well as 

consumer and commercial financing. The company has faced elevated legal 

expenses and substantial regulatory fines resulting from a sales incentive culture 

that encouraged employees to open fake customer accounts. Remediation 

efforts have so far shown signs of improvement, although challenges are likely to persist for 

some time. Ongoing expenses, the cap on growth, and management uncertainty still combine to 

be a constraint on the outlook for the company. Reports of regulator dissatisfaction at the pace 

of remediation efforts suggests a potential risk of further financial penalties. 

Engagement 

actions and 

results 

In April of 2021 we participated in a conference call with Wells Fargo’s investor relations team to 

help understand progress in terms of governance changes, risk management framework, 

effectiveness of measures implemented, and culture and reputational improvements. While 

progress is being made, the effectiveness of changes and the lack of clear timelines for lifting any 

of the restrictions suggest Wells Fargo has not yet regained the regulator’s full trust. 

Conclusion Given our ongoing concerns and our belief these were not reflected in company valuations, we 

sold our position in Well Fargo bonds in June 2021. 

 
We conduct dialogue with an issuer in an integrated way, with both the analyst and the ESG specialist present. We 

believe that this not only enhances our credibility with the issuer, but also facilitates a more detailed and mutually 

beneficial discussion. This also enhances our analysts’ knowledge of companies and has led to a more consistent 

approach to our stewardship and investment-decision making.  

We document summary notes in our proprietary engagement database and map these to company tickers, meaning 

that they are immediately visible to other analysts and portfolio managers when researching sectors or issuers. This 

centralised sharing of information ensures continuity and documentation for further research work in the future.  

We are working to enhance our fixed income engagement programme by systematically engaging with issuers, given 

the highest ESG risk categories by our credit research team for category 4 and 5 ranked issuers. Although we engage 

with rating categories 1-3 on a case-by-case basis, these categories are a priority due to the material ESG impact. 

 

Stewardship for sovereign fixed income 

We assess sovereign bond markets through our sustainable sovereign bond process, analysis which assesses countries 

based on alignment to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). We aim to identify financially robust 

countries that show a high ambition to tackle the sustainability challenges as defined by the United Nations.  

We base our sustainability methodology on the works of the BertelsmannStiftung 

and Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) partnership, sponsored 

by the United Nations. Our scoring methodology is founded on this independent 

and credible framework and leverages reliable data sources. By using more than 

100 indicators per country we have built an SDG scoring methodology that allows 

us to reflect our views on sustainability in 172 countries.  

We define a sustainable sovereign issuer as a country that is making a substantial progress towards achieving 

the Sustainable Development Goals and whose government is managing risks to sustainable development. 
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To evaluate such sustainability ambitions the sovereign analyst assesses a country by incorporating both qualitative and 

qualitative considerations. 

Scope  Points of focus 

Quantitative Sustainability scores: To measure the performance of a country on a standalone basis. This helps 

us assess how far or close a country is to a specific SDG achievement. 

Relative sustainability performance: To measure performance versus a country’s peer group in 

dimensions such as income or region. This comparability helps identifying ‘leaders’ and ‘laggards’. 

Sustainability momentum: To assess the developments over time in scores due to policies 

applied in the past. 

Qualitative  SDG achievement: The aim of this analysis is to interpret the data and qualify, clarify and 

complement the quantitative assessment. It is necessary to identify the drivers behind the 

numbers and to estimate what can be expected in the future given the current set of policies. 

Sustainability risk: Aims to identify any risks to a country’s sustainability performance. At this 

stage the materiality of those risks to the financial profile of the sovereign is not yet considered. It 

complements the quantitative scores, as the scope of this section is wider than the SDGs. 

Once we have performed the analysis, the Fixed Income Sustainable Investment Committee challenges the assessment 

and makes a final verdict on a country’s classification (case by case basis). This is most appropriate for portfolios where 

investment is driven primarily by sustainability. There are five sustainable categories for sovereign issuers: 

1. Leader The country has already achieved critical SDGs and is on track to achieve others. Shows 

outstanding commitment to increasing or maintaining their sustainability performance. No 

sustainability risk or controversial policies. 

2. Influencer  The country is on track to achieve some SDGs. Shows a clear commitment to sustainability. 

Very limited sustainability risk and no major controversial policies. 

3. Improver The country demonstrates an above average performance as compared to its development 

peers, but still faces significant challenges in terms of SDG achievements. Minor sustainability 

risk, has delivered a credible promise to tackle its potential controversies. 

4. Neutral The country is not on track to achieve most SDGs. It shows no significant improvements in its 

sustainability performance and seems to have no clear ambition to do so. Average sustainability 

risk. Controversies need to be monitored. 

5. Detrimental  Country not on track to achieve the SDGs, with no intention of doing so. Higher sustainability 

risk, with possible major controversies. 

 

Stewardship for securitized fixed income 

Based on our Securitization ESG materiality matrix, we have created customised ESG questionnaires for each sector 

used in our engagement process. The investment team (analysts and portfolio managers) is responsible for engaging 

with issuers. Triggers for engagement are:  

• Gather additional information.  

• Improve their ESG policies.  

• Influence the transaction when feasible.  

Results of the questionnaires are a fundamental input to assess and score the ESG originator, ESG collateral, and ESG 

structure risk.  
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Working with our client base to develop focused and relevant solutions 

Integrating ESG analysis into our investment process is only one part of our responsible stewardship approach for 

clients. We aim to lead the market in developing effective solutions that help our clients meet their responsible 

investment needs and goals. Below we profile two recent examples. 

 

Aegon Global Short Dated Investment Grade Bond Fund 

Example Best-in-class and climate transition 

Details • Launched in March 2021 

• Global, short-dated, alpha-driven and high-conviction corporate bond portfolio targeting 

LIBOR +125bps. 

• Selecting ‘best-in-class’ issuers rated 1-3 through ESG proprietary scoring framework 

• Climate and carbon transition risks are assessed and issuers are classified by preparedness 

for climate transition (considering emission target and performance, management policies, 

strategic alignment etc) as ‘Prepared’, ‘Transitioning’ or ‘Unprepared’. 

• Portfolio aims to maintain a lower weighted-carbon-intensity than the benchmark 

Carbon 

transition 

process 

From a climate transition perspective, we categorize sectors into high influence, or low influence. 

We define high influence sectors as having higher ability to influence the energy transition, either 

through greater current emissions or through the financing of current high emission sectors.  

High influence sectors include energy, utilities, transport, autos, and banks. Low influence sectors 

include telecommunications, healthcare, and food & beverages. Companies in low influence 

sectors get a base assessment of their climate transition preparedness based on a range of 

measures, including emissions targets and historical emission performance, as well as 

management policies and strategic alignment. We then classify companies as either ‘prepared’, 

‘transitioning’, or ‘unprepared’.  Companies in high influence sectors get the same base 

assessment, plus a more detailed sector-specific analysis, which will vary from sector to 

sector.  We will then classify companies as either ‘leading’, ‘prepared’, ‘transitioning’, 

‘unprepared’, or ‘laggard’.   

There is no deliberate skew within the portfolio towards high impact sectors. We are not 

specifically targeting companies in these sectors; we are simply conducting more detailed 

analysis on them as we believe they play a more important role in shaping how climate transition 

will develop. By doing detailed analysis we want to identify and support those companies (across 

both high and low influence sectors) that we believe are best positioned to manage the climate 

transition process.   

We place limits on the exposure to companies rated ‘unprepared’ or ‘laggard’, and these limits 

will decline over time. For example, up until the end of 2024 we have a limit <10% exposure to 

‘laggard’ and <40% exposure to ‘unprepared’, which will fall to <5%, and <30% from the start of 

2025, and 0%, and <20% from the start of 2030. 
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Aegon Impact Venture Credit 

Example Impact investment 

Details • Impact Venture Credit invests in businesses offering products and services that are helping 

solve the world’s most pressing environmental and social problems 

• Each potential borrower must be initially vetted by Aegon AM’s Sustainable Investment 

Committee (SIC) for positive impact prior to entering into a term sheet with the borrower. 

• After executing a term sheet, the SIC conducts more extensive impact diligence and 

develops a set of environmental and/or social impact metrics that the company must report 

to Aegon AM on a quarterly basis. 

• Reporting the impact metrics to Aegon AM is then written into the definitive loan agreement 

with the borrower as an affirmative covenant. Failing to report them to Aegon AM becomes 

an event of default. 

• In the future, Aegon AM will aggregate these impact metrics across the portfolio and report 

them to its clients as the portfolio develops. 

 

Real assets 

In the UK the due diligence process for real estate investments considers all material factors, including climate-related 

risks, pollution, land contamination and hazardous materials. The due diligence approach is also generally informed by 

the related information provide by Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), Building Research 

Establishment's Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM), and Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark 

(GRESB) regarding wider ESG considerations in relation to health and wellbeing and asset resilience.  

In respect to utilising ESG criteria to inform the process of property selection, the dominant aspect is the assessment 

undertaken as to the property’s environmental credentials, considering the assessment of flood risk in the area, 

contamination risk, regulatory requirements (current and emerging), Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating and 

opportunities for enhancement and improvement.  

The process is supported by a natural catastrophe risk analysis tool developed by the portfolio property insurer to 

review and weight those additional related risks in undertaking a real estate acquisition – such as flooding, storms and 

heat stress. This tool also applies metrics in relation to local crime statistics, arson rating and fire services distance. 

These aspects are combined into a combined hazard rating to enable a full proprietary assessment of the hazards to be 

considered in support of a potential acquisition.    

Climate risk analysis will incorporate a TCFD (Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures) gap analysis and 

defining the scope and criteria for physical risk modelling. This will encompass a range of climate change scenarios and 

physical risk modelling linked to the climate scenarios assessed against a variety of timeframes and identified hazards. 

This process will be undertaken by a proprietary climate modelling platform incorporating technical requirements to 

enable the physical risk modelling. This process is ongoing, with the platform selection and implementation process 

schedules to be complete by the end of 2022. 

While the environmental aspects of any property are key to the investment selection process, we also assess the social 

aspects, encompassing health and safety (incorporating wellbeing), hazardous materials (including asbestos-containing 

materials) and the adherence of the property in respect of disabled accessibility.  

In governance terms this is essentially the investment process gateway, whereby Aegon AM’s requirements must be 

satisfied for the Investment to proceed. The requirements of customer due diligence are applied to the transaction 

counterparties and ultimate beneficial owners. This includes an assessment of source of wealth to ensure all the aspect 

of the current anti-money laundering legislation is fully met, evidence and recorded. 
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As a property investor and asset manager, ESG considerations are a key consideration for the investment committee in 

the assessment of a potential acquisition. Our aim is for the property, once purchased, to be managed on an added-

value basis to enhance returns, underpinned by a continuous improvement in environmental performance.  

ESG factors provide a focus for the structured assessment of property characteristics, which then define the potential 

opportunities for improvement by the implementation of an ongoing active management asset management strategy. 

Our aims are to attract, engage and retain tenants, improve utility consumption and efficiency, and meet our yield 

expectations. 

We typically appoint property managers or managing agents, who are responsible for the day-to-day operation of the 

property. We select these through a rigorous process, guided by a procurement framework overseen by the Aegon 

AM’s Global Vendor Management team. This ensures a consistency of process and application across all jurisdictions in 

which Aegon AM manages real estate assets. Defined within our general procurement process is a clear requirement to 

apply the principles of Aegon AM’s Sustainable Procurement Guide. 

The ESG factors which influence the selection of property managers and are included in our detailed due diligence 

process include: 

• Client references and commendations. 

• Stakeholder feedback and commentaries. 

• Evidence of continuous Improvement in ESG outcomes.  

• ESG-aligned sector accreditations and awards. 

• Consideration as to the property manager’s ESG toolkit, such as data management, collation systems and 

supporting methodology. 

It is also important to assess a property manager’s corporate approach and adoption of the underpinning principles of 

ESG and responsible investment. This can provide a cultural insight into the organisation and help us understand and 

evidence that the manager’s own corporate position on sustainability and ESG is not a just commoditised offering of 

the company, but is a core proposition which is internally adopted, valued and embraced.  

We typically capture the relevant ESG factors in the property or fund ESG Roadmap, which provides a framework to 

make an informed assessment of the property and the opportunities for improvement and enhancement. This 

identifies a suite of defined criteria, outlining the opportunity / benefit analysis with regard to: 

Accreditation / Achievement (LEED / BREEAM / ISO 14001), Energy Audits / Performance Improvements / Utility Data 

Capture and Trend Analysis / Waste Data Capture and Analysis / Tenant Engagement and Shared Initiatives / 

Development of Tenant Fit Out Standards / Legislative Review & Future Proofing / Health & Wellbeing Review / Green 

Spaces and Biophilia Assessment. 

We develop the ESG Roadmap via a standardised template to enable ease of review and updating. We then utilise this 

document to review the ongoing performance of the property manager in ESG terms, including the creation of a 

continuous improvement culture to drive the ESG agenda forward. 

This document also captures and details the Property Manager’s ESG Key Performance Indicator’s (KPIs) and is the 

central reporting document presented at the monthly / quarterly property manager review meetings and discussions.  

The UK fund properties also benefit from the deployment of a data management system, whereby all the key ESG 

metrics are collected, collated, and presented in a structured manner. The information comprises electrical / fuel / 

water consumption, waste and greenhouse gases. Furthermore, the data platform hosts all the related ESG information 

relating to the property, including one-site generation, air quality, emission / consumption costs, building certificates, 

audits and assessments. 
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The collection of the information is fully aligned to the GRESB data input 

requirements, then enabling a highly streamlined upload and population of the 

energy usage / consumption fields to support the annual GRESB submissions. 

In respect to the tenant portfolio, we develop and populate an annual engagement 

plan on a geographic or fund basis, enabling resources to be identified and allocated 

to support local discussion and representation. The programme also outlines a 

summation of the sustainability status of each property, as detailed from the 

managing agent reports to further assist and support the tenant discussions. 

We have an initiative underway to support the development of a common understanding with tenants on sustainability. 

We identify areas of potential shared benefit in respect to the regeneration of existing assets, energy consumption and 

carbon reduction. This is built upon the mutual agreement of a green lease and / or the development of a 

memorandum of understanding which can incorporate the exchange of utility data, waste flow and greenhouse gas 

figures. 

An additional tenant-focused activity is the identification of locally based initiatives currently undertaken by the tenants 

and the engaging in a dialogue with these tenants regarding those initiatives and the identification of areas where 

Aegon AM may be able to support and assist. 

Bringing together this information on a national basis helps to identify local requirements, which provides the basis for 

a targeted community engagement strategy which is locally relevant and addresses the requirements of all 

stakeholders, including investors, staff, tenants, community, supply chain members. 

This approach supports an enriched tenant engagement, which is enhanced by our annual tenant survey results and 

promoted an informed dialogue and a mutually beneficial relationship which goes beyond the standard transactional 

landlord / tenant relationship. 

Multi-asset 

Our multi-asset investment philosophy revolves around our commitment to high-conviction active investment, our 

belief that asset allocation is the primary driver of investment returns and that the best way to reduce risk is by 

diversifying across lowly-correlated investments. To achieve this, we rely on the strong collaborative working 

relationships between our fixed income, equity, real asset and multi-asset investment platforms, coupled with a 

disciplined investment process which ensures rigorous idea-testing and efficient portfolio construction. 

In practice this entails combining the generalist skills of our multi-asset portfolio managers with the specialist skills of 

our asset-class teams in constructing mixed and multi-asset portfolios which are diversified by geography, asset type 

and revenue source. The process is dynamic and unconstrained, enabling us both to anticipate and respond quickly to 

market events, while a disciplined approach to risk budgeting ensures that no one risk dominates our strategy and 

performance.  

Our multi-asset team oversees the asset allocation framework, which reflects a wide array of research inputs, both 

internal and external, combining, for example, longer term macro-economic and asset-class return analysis with 

shorter-term market factors, including sentiment, valuations and technicals. 

We then leverage the expertise of our asset-class specialists to deliver the bottom-up security selection within the sub-

portfolios. Asset-class specialists understand the overall objectives of the strategies and our default approach is to give 

them broad latitude to determine security selection and sizing consistent with a strategy’s objective. The sub-portfolios 

may be based upon, and share many holdings with, other portfolios managed by the specialist asset class teams, but 

are each usually tailored to meet the risk and return requirements of the strategy.   

It is here that we systematically incorporate stewardship, governance and the appropriate analysis of environmental 

and social issues in helping to shape our portfolios.   
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At a security level the multi-asset team is therefore the beneficiary of the work of our asset-class and responsible 

investments specialists.  Governance and active ownership is co-ordinated within the responsible investment team and 

liaison occurs where appropriate with the relevant portfolio managers.  ESG analysis of our fixed income holdings, 

whether government bonds or corporate credits, is conducted according to the framework laid out for our fixed income 

platform.  Similarly, our equities are assessed according to our equity platform’s proprietary process.  These 

methodologies are deeply embedded within our asset-class processes and are presented earlier in this section.   

Since our investments in ‘alternatives’ are through listed equity structures they follow the same process for ESG 

analysis and engagement as mainstream equities.  The nature of these investments can require additional 

considerations.  For example, some of these ‘alternatives’ are formed as investment trusts and may have sought to 

raise capital in recent years; where we approve of their plans, we will still seek assurances that shares would typically 

be only issued at a premium to net-asset-value to protect existing investors.  

Factors affecting listed vehicles can be very similar to traditional equity holdings, such as the governance queries raised 

with Octopus Renewable Infrastructure Trust.  Media reports had suggested that renewable energy companies were 

benefitting from the use of slave labour in China to manufacture solar panels. Working directly with our responsible 

investment team we raised the issue with the company, discussed the nature of their practices, supply chains and 

plans. We were satisfied that the company, which was not named directly in the report, was not linked to specific 

allegations and was doing all it could within an industry where China has an almost monopolistic control over raw 

materials, parts and assembly.  We encouraged them to continue their engagement and plans for diversification. 

Typically, our multi-asset portfolios are global strategies and differentiated by philosophy, process, theme and/or 

objective (growth, income, total return). These differences may help shape the precise application of our analysis 

between portfolios, although these assessments typically inform wider decisions, rather than to include or preclude 

investments by themselves. The transition of the Aegon Diversified Growth Fund to the Aegon Sustainable Diversified 

Growth Fund, completed on 31 March 2021, finalised its adoption of Aegon AM’s sustainable philosophy, process and 

criteria is one such exception.  
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Principle 8: Signatories monitor and hold to account manager’s service providers. 

To effectively manage relationships with service providers Aegon AM has a Procurement Policy and a Third-Party Risk 

Management (TPRM) Policy that define the minimum acceptable requirements to on-board and manage the delivery of 

services provided by an external party to Aegon AM. Our overriding objectives are to manage and mitigate risks, ensure 

compliance with legislation and regulations, and deliver value for money. To ensure compliance to these policies and to 

meet our legal and regulatory obligations, Aegon AM has a Global Procurement Procedure and a Global Vendor 

Management Procedure that both define the steps that must be taken to achieve these objectives. 

The outcome of the Procurement Procedure, following rigorous due diligence and contractual review to ensure we 

have in place a contract and service-level agreement that meet our objectives, is that we can segment our third-party 

providers. The segmentation tier is derived from criteria including regulatory requirement (outsourced service); 

inherent risk (information security, data privacy); business criticality (disaster recovery); ease of replacement (business 

continuity) and spend. 

Thresholds in each of these criteria are set by the relevant subject-matter experts within Aegon AM. By employing this 

segmentation model, we ensure that we apply an appropriate and proportionate amount of attention, focus and 

intensity for each vendor / service within Aegon AM’s vendor universe. 

The 5 Segmentation Tiers are: Material Outsourcers, Tier 1 (incl. Non-Material Outsourcers & Intra-group), Tier 2, Tier 3 

and Tier 4 

Within Aegon AM there are three further classifications of supplier for our outsourced service providers: 

1. Outsourced infrastructure and IT services; 

2. Outsourced operational services; and 

3. Outsourced SaaS cloud services. 

The Vendor Management procedure describes for each tier level the applicable vendor management activities and the 

frequency of those activities proportionate to each vendor / service in that tier. The Global Procurement and Vendor 

Management (GP&VM) team provides guidance to the business owners, depending upon the materiality of the 

relationship, which activities need to be performed to meet our objectives. 

We recognise that it remains our responsibility to ensure the services provided by our strategic outsourced partners to 

our customers meets the high standard expected. For this reason, we have a dedicated service management team, who 

are responsible for overseeing the delivery of the outsourced operational services provided by our strategic partners 

and that those services meet the terms set out in our contracts and service level agreements. 

To do this we have regular operational, tactical and strategic reviews, described below 

Operational Meetings (daily, weekly, monthly): All Tiers 

In these meetings the day-to-day activities, performance, issues etc. are discussed on an operational level. A detailed 

discussion about the delivery of daily, weekly, monthly tasks in line with Contract / SLA requirements. To facilitate these 

discussion, detailed MI is provided and analysed to ensure deliverables (KPIs) and controls (KRIs) are monitored, 

reviewed and any negative trends are recorded. A running list of issues / discussion items is maintained to monitor and 

document progress. Escalation is provided to senior management and all risks events are recorded in the Aegon AM risk 

management tool. SLA breaches, and risk events are tracked, and action plans put in place and tracked to resolution via 

these operational meetings. Separate meetings may be necessary to monitor change projects including new or changes 

to SLA deliverables.  

Attendees include staff and management from Aegon AM and the third-party provider who are involved in day-to-day 

operations, as well as the relationship managers from both sides.  
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Tactical meetings (quarterly): Material outsourcers, Tier 1 and Tier 2 

Tactical meetings focus on the mid-term relationship and goals with the third-party provider. Agenda themes include, 

discussing changes to a platform or service, new implementations or upcoming projects, The review of MI and analysis 

of trends resulting from the operational meeting and to resolve any escalations that are affecting the day-to-day 

delivery of services. The meetings should be structured, have agreed upon agendas, with minutes recorded. 

Performance / service trends should be discussed as well as any project and risk incidents to confirm appropriate 

management attention is being paid to ensure any issues are resolved. Changes to SLA deliverables and MI / reporting 

requirements will be discussed and actions taken for implementation / resolution in the Operational meeting 

environment. Escalation is provided to senior management and reported as appropriate to the relevant risk 

committees. 

Attendees include senior management from Aegon AM and the third-party provider who are involved in the 

engagement, as well as the relationship managers from both firms.  

Strategic meetings (half year, annual): Material outsourcers, Tier 1 

This is a senior management meeting (at MB level). The purpose of the meeting is to review the overall relationship and 

the long-term future with the vendor. Agenda topics include annual revenue / expenditure, strategy of both businesses 

(including I & D and ESG), the quality and delivery trends of the services being provided and the escalation of any 

unresolved key issues. Relevant Aegon global vendor managers will also attend as appropriate. 

In addition to these structured meetings, oversight and assurance of our Material Outsourcers and Tier 1 suppliers is 

also provided by the completion of the following activities. The completion of these activities is coordinated by the 

GP&VM team who include and involve any relevant subject-matter experts within Aegon AM to ensure sufficient and 

effective reviews are performed. The outcomes of these annual oversight checks are reported to our risk committees 

and are included in the agenda of the Strategic Meetings.  

• Annual Vendor Scorecard,  

• Annual review of independent audit reports, such as SOC1 and SOC2 and ISAE/AAF reports by members of the 

Service Management and the Global Procurement & Vendor Management team with support from SMEs to ensure 

controls are in place, and an understanding of how these interact with our own internal controls.  

• Annual review (and testing) of business continuity, disaster recovery and exit plans. 

• Annual Health Check, a review that covers all inherent risks and performs an assurance of the initial due diligence 

performed during onboarding. Areas covered include:   

Corporate structure 

and organisation 

To assess whether there have been changes to the organisation and management 

structure that affects the on-going credibility or compatibility with our objectives of 

outsourcing. 

Financial status and 

integrity 

To assess whether the organisation continues to provide a sound financial basis for a stable 

business relationship. 

Operational 

environment 

To assess changes to the organisation’s operational capability to provide the necessary 

services to the requisite standards (incl SOC/ISAE reports) 

Legal and regulation To assess changes in the organisation’s legal/regulatory profile, and the actions required to 

strengthen controls. 

Contingency 

Arrangements 

To assess changes, and robustness, of the outsourcer’s Business Continuity / Disaster 

recovery Plans and Exit plans. 
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Financial Crime & 

Information Security 

To assess the outsourcer’s approach to risk of fraud and information security protection. 

Supplier’s 3rd party 

risk management 

process 

To assess our suppliers’ ability to manage and monitor the key suppliers who support the 

delivery of services to Aegon AM 

 

Separate to these supplier / service specific activities Aegon AM regularly reviews all the supplier risks identified in our 

risk management tool. Business owners are invited to monthly risk and control meetings to discuss the issue, the 

impact, root cause, preventative measures and action plans that are in place to resolve the issue. These meetings are 

hosted by the Aegon AM Controls & MI team and attended by representatives from Operational / Enterprise Risk, 

Operational Management, P&VM, IT Management, Legal, Finance and the relevant business area for the risks being 

discussed. Trend analysis is performed, and actions are tracked and logged in the risk management tool 

P&VM also report significant supplier risks through the functional risk committee to CAO and GRCC as applicable. 

Vendors relating to responsible investment activities 

The Responsible Investment team has regular update calls with data providers such as MSCI, Sustainalytics, ISS and 

Boardex. At these meetings we discuss our requirements and any changes to the data supplied or methodology in 

calculating data sets. 

In the case of ISS, there is an annual roundtable where we actively participate in the consultation process for updating 

of the voting policies and help shape those policies. For example, we were in favour of changes made to the voting 

recommendations on Japanese companies regarding the dividend policy, changes to the US policy regarding board 

composition and European companies regarding voting rights.  
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Principle 9: Signatories engage with issuers to maintain or enhance the value of assets. 

Engagement with companies is at the heart of what we do. Our responsible investment team conducted 596 separate 

engagements in 2021. This is in addition to a combined 1,300 company meetings conducted by our equity and fixed 

income teams. They are a key component of our research, as well as our ongoing stewardship of the assets we manage. 

The equity and fixed income team regularly engage with the companies we are invested in to discuss strategy, capital 

allocation and material ESG issues. These meetings are routine meetings with the executive members of the board. 

While we seek to meet with all companies we have investments in, we prioritise those where we have the highest 

active position. For the RI team the engagements are typically initiated following one of three potential triggers.  

1. We engage when we identify long-term financial risks arising from ESG issues as part of our research process or 

through separate monitoring on topics such as climate change, health and diversity. These engagements are 

selected as and when they arise within the analysis process. These are prioritised in a number of ways, either 

through the level of perceived ESG risk, client priority of topic or active position size.  

2. We engage with companies that do not comply to our clients’ standards as outlined in specific mandates or where 

we have particular concerns arising out of voting activity. These companies are identified by means of a screen or 

through the voting process. They are contacted in a systematic manner to communicate where the shortfalls are 

and encourage change to align with the required standards.  

3. Engagement is also conducted in relation to specific responsible investing strategies that actively seek to encourage 

certain corporate ESG behaviours. These companies are identified by the fund manager selecting them as an 

attractive investment proposition or through the routine analysis updates within the funds. We proactively monitor 

and engage with these companies to encourage improvement. 

Engagements by geography 

Europe 294 49% 

North America 226 38% 

Asia 54 9% 

Oceania 9 2% 

South America 7 1% 

Africa 4 1% 

 

Breakdown of engagements by theme 

Governance  38% 

Environmental  31% 

Social  19% 

General disclosure  11% 

 

We thought 2021 would return to a more regular pattern of engagements when we wrote our report last year, however 

we largely remained in a working-from-home environment during 2021. This continued to have an impact on our 

engagement methods compared to a pre-COVID world. Companies and our team have become adept at communicating 

effectively through video conference facilities and there has continued to be progressive engagements throughout this 

period. We continued to merge conference calls and meetings in the reporting as there were very few in-person 

meetings held and written communication has been used effectively when these are not possible.  
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Each engagement has a specific objective stated at the outset, which are formulated according to the engagement 

trigger. These stem from the ESG issue identified in the research process, the AGM ballot, or an ESG criterion in a client 

policy. We contact the most appropriate person in the company to discuss the issue with, which could be the chair, 

another non-executive director or someone else entirely. 

After engagement, we endeavour to closely follow the progress made by the company. We report on our engagement 

activities on a regular basis to our clients and on our website. Systematic screening, up-to-date recording of our activity, 

and reviews of our objectives allow us to measure progress. We formally review our engagement activities each year as 

part of our obligations under the Principles for Responsible Investment, EU Shareholder Rights Directives, Dutch and UK 

Stewardship Codes, and updates on our engagement activity are regularly provided on our website. 

Some of our engagements demonstrate activities over more than one of the principles 9-12. For example, HSBC 

demonstrates direct and collaborative engagement with real outcome (in Principle 10) Kingspan demonstrates Direct, 

collaborative and escalation included (in Principle 11). And Informa demonstrates direct, collaborative, escalation and 

voting (included in Principle 11)  

All our engagements, research and voting rationales are held on systems common across the portfolio, analysts and 

Responsible Investment Teams so we can ensure open communication between the teams and that investment 

decisions are taken based on the most comprehensive information possible. 

Engagement intensity in 2021 

Milestone 1 Contact with the company 133 22% 

Milestone 2 Contact acknowledged 148 25% 

Milestone 3 Company begins to make progress 99 17% 

Milestone 4 Engagement completed 47 8% 

No further action  Result of information gathering 169 28% 

Engagement on ESG issues is largely asset-class agnostic. The material ESG factors impacting companies such as climate 

change, supply chain standards and diversity are not overly dependent on whether we hold bonds or equity. We are 

encouraging best practice in these matters because they will result in a sustainable company that will have better 

shareholder returns and will be able to service the debt they have to bondholders.  

When it comes to such matters as capital allocation and strategy, there will be a difference in approach to engagement 

with the management of these companies, depending on the varying requirements and efficacy of stakeholders in the 

debt or equity instruments. 

As stated in the first principle, we believe that companies which rank among the leaders in governance and 

sustainability tend to outperform as investments over the long term. We use our influence as shareholders to 

encourage companies to maximise investment returns through good governance practices, including respect for society 

and the environment. We have been active in this space for over three decades and with regular feedback from clients 

and external bodies such as the PRI, we are comfortable that this serves our clients well. 

On the following pages we provide some recent examples. 
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Engagement example: Softcat (UK) 
We have been engaging with Softcat for several years and have seen steady progress in terms 

of diversity, board structure and environmental issues.  

Timing February 2021 

Objectives To encourage the company to progress on climate ambitions.  

How we engaged We have regular meetings with the Chairman on progress at this company, which means 

we have a good understanding of the board and the priorities of the organisation.  

In our meeting in February 2021, we commended the board for having made a 2050 Net 

Zero Neutrality target, although there was not much detail included around the strategy 

of how to achieve it. While this is not the most material issue for a largely people 

business, they can influence their suppliers as well as taking action themselves. We 

encouraged the introduction of science-based targets, increased disclosure on the 

strategy, and interim milestones, as well as guidance on how they can influence 

behaviours in suppliers and customers. 

Outcome of 

engagement 

• Met again in January 2022 – and was told that our engagement directly influenced 

their annual report and behaviours throughout the year.  

• The reporting increased enormously on environmental matters and they took into 

accounts all our suggestions.  

• They have also committed to SBTi and will further clarify interim targets and Scope 3 

emissions in the next annual report.  

Action Milestone 3 - Continue to monitor and encourage further progress.  

 

Engagement example: Pepsico (US) 

Pepsico was Identified in a screen on behalf of clients for failing in the UN Global 

Compact. The company has been identified by an NGO for alleged human rights 

violations in Indonesia, via a Joint Venture partner in Indonesia. Allegations included 

violation of workers’ rights due to unsafe working conditions, under-payment, lacking 

insurance and restrictions on the freedom of association. In addition, Pepsico’s own 

supplier and supply chain standards were said to be not applicable to the JV.  

Timing March 2021- August 2021 

Objectives We sought to understand the relationship between Pepsico and its Indonesian JV 

partner, Pepsico's policy on human rights, the use of palm oil and the company’s 

oversight on palm oil suppliers. 

How we engaged A call was arranged with a director of corporate affairs to discuss these allegations and to 

understand what actions the company had taken to remedy the situation.   

Outcome of 

engagement 

We gained insight in its human rights and palm oil policy.  

Pepsico has dissolved the JV and the relationship with the partner because of the issues 

with workers’ rights. In addition, the partner in questions had allowed their membership 

of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) to lapse.  
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 Pepsico had sought to influence change in the Indonesian partner’s policy and actions 

towards the associated palm plantation, but this had reverted back to previous practices. 

They will only use RSPO-certified suppliers with fully sustainable and traceable palm oil.  

The company clearly monitors compliance with its human rights and palm oil policy in 

relation to its direct, 'tier 1', suppliers. For the indirect, 'tier 2', suppliers, this seemed less 

clear. Pepsico indicated that they may shift Palm Oil sourcing to an area where it is easier 

to monitor the supply chain of suppliers. 

Action Milestone 3 – We believe the company acted properly and decisively to deal with human 

rights violations in this case.  

We will continue to monitor Pepsico on the implementation of its policies and oversight of 

its indirect, tier 2, palm oil suppliers. 

Engagement example: Giant Manufacturing (Taiwan) 

Giant is a holding in one of our sustainable funds. As such, there is an annual 

review of its suitability to remain in the funds as well as how they are progressing 

against the KPI’s set for the company.  

Timing June 2021 

Objectives To encourage the company to progress against the KPIs we are measuring them against 

the accessibility of shareholder information in English, transparency around quality 

control, and supply chain standards.   

How we engaged Direct engagement with Taiwanese companies is generally challenging, however, we 

managed to arrange a conference call with the investor relations representative and 

have a detailed discussion on the topics above. 

Outcome of 

engagement 

• The annual report was provided in English 

• Only 20% of operations are covered by ISO9001. But they are looking at extending in 

the near future and will report on progress.  

• Clear policies on Human Resources and the standards are maintained throughout 

their operations. The workers are unionised to ensure there is a proper feedback 

mechanism to management.  

• However, in the supply chain for components, companies sign an agreement on the 

standards expected, but auditing is lacking. They are seeking to improve in the near 

future and I recommended they resolve this before the publication of their ESG 

report in 2023 

Action Milestone 3 – Progress has been made but need to monitor.  
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Engagement Example: Sprouts Farmers Market (US) 

This American specialty grocer has a health-oriented assortment that focuses on 
fresh and naturally derived products. In terms of their product offering, they are 
clearly ahead of larger peers, although they also have fewer resources for ESG 
reporting. This unfortunately also results in lower scores by external ESG data 
providers, which may cause many investors to miss this interesting investment opportunity.  

We therefore engaged the American specialty grocer on their reporting and target setting, on behalf of a specific client 
for which we manage a concentrated fund.  

Timing  March and May 2021 

Objectives  Their ESG disclosure is lacking in comparison to peers and they currently do not have 

satisfactory ESG target setting 

How we engaged  We had a call with IR and the head of sustainability and another call with the CEO and CFO.  

Outcome of 

engagement 
We have gained confidence in their plans to increase their focus on healthy food. Senior 

leadership mentioned that this was a win-win situation, as it improves their profitability. 

Particular plans are: 

• Doubling down on plant-based in the next few years 

• Better quality vegan/vegetarian 

• More produce 

As to their ESG integration efforts, the CEO wants to do more on carbon initiatives, plastics 

and food waste. Initiatives are: 

• Shifting from paper-based marketing to digital, which saves 21 million flyers annually 

• From the end of 2021 they will look into setting science-based targets 

• Improving logistics (closer to home) 

They are also improving their ESG disclosure and their sustainability report now includes a 

SASB table. 

Action  Given the positive dialogue and concrete actions the company has already taken in terms of 

including a SASB table, we have moved the engagement status to Milestone 3. Once they set 

their first science-based targets, we will look into moving it to Milestone 4. 
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Engagement example: Amdocs (US) 
 This company was proposed as a holding in one of our sustainable funds, 

however there were a number of governance concerns that we sought to 

understand before making a decision with regards to the suitability.  

Timing June-August 2021 

Objectives Seeking to engage with the Company to confirm various parts of their compensation 

structure which raised concerns, namely the fact remuneration for key employees was 

reported as an aggregate figure. As such, we had no visibility of the various underlying 

levels of basic pay, bonus payments, LTIP and any performance conditions attached for 

each individual.  

In addition, we had concerns around the lack of independence of the Board, in particular 

the Audit Committee. We believe a Board should be well balanced, with both longer 

serving directors and recent appointments. However, we do not consider it appropriate 

that longer serving (10+ years) directors be members of the Audit Committee, which we 

consider should be entirely independent. 

We were interested to understand any plans the company had in place to address this 

going forward.   

How we engaged We made contact in writing and the company requested a call with us following their 

quiet period. 

Outcome of 

engagement 

• The company was sent an official engagement letter. Following this, we arranged a 

group meeting, including members of the responsible investing team and the 

relevant fund managers. 

• The company was responsive. They advised us that as per the law in Guernsey, 

where they are incorporated, they are not obliged to disclose compensation at a 

more granular level. 

• The company informed us they had added one independent female board member 

since we first wrote to them, who also sits on the audit committee. 

• Audit committee independence remains low at one out of four members (according 

to our measurement of independence). However, it is encouraging there has been 

some progress and we will continue to engage on our concerns relating to 

governance 

Action Milestone 3 – We will continue to engage each year when we review the sustainability 

analysis. We will continue to encourage the company to move towards better disclosures 

of remuneration and to continue to increase independence on the board, in particular 

the audit committee. 
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Engagement example: Diversified Energy (UK) 

We have been engaging with Diversified Energy since it listed in 2019. The company 

has made great progress in terms of governance in response to our engagement 

and we have also been encouraging improvements in both diversity and 

environmental target setting.  

Timing April 2021 

Objectives To encourage the company to progress on diversity within the organisation and climate 

ambitions.  

How we engaged We met with the Chairman and another Non-Executive Director to discuss the issues.  

Climate is obviously a key issue for a company in this sector, but so is dealing with the 

large social issues in the areas they operate. 

Outcome of 

engagement 

• Having attained a good level of gender diversity on the board, the rest of the 

organisation needs attention. The area in which they operate does not have high 

levels of racial or ethnic diversity, however, the workforce accurately reflects the 

society in that area. There are high levels of unemployment and opioid problems 

too. The company is working to ensure treatment is available for their employees 

and is seeking to help utilise unemployed people in some of their work to mitigate 

climate. There will be further information available on this in the coming year.   

• In addition, the age profile of the employees is fairly high and the company is 

seeking to attract younger people into their industry. However, given the profile of 

their industry it is not likely to be a long-term career which makes recruitment 

harder.  

• Progress has been made on climate ambitions. The company has committed to net 

zero for Scope 1 and 2 by 2050.  

• The company is working with an organisation called Critical Resource to help them 

with Verification of Data, Compliance with TCFD and workshops on how they could 

set shorter term targets. The company take older, poorly run assets and improves 

the efficiency of them. The biggest issues are leaks and the company is working on 

leak detection systems to improve that area. It is also keen to keep offset measures 

local, to help the communities they operate in.  

• The company is also cognisant of the huge changes in technology around offset and 

is looking at the best ways to utilise them. Targets will be published in the next 

sustainability report.  

• Remuneration has 25% of the bonus dependent on ESG measures, including 

emissions reductions.  

Action Milestone 3 - Continue to monitor and encourage further progress.  
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Engagement example: Remuneration  

In addition to Aegon AM initiating engagements, we are frequently approached in advance of publication to consider 

company proposals, predominantly around remuneration. This will initially take the form of a letter and will then 

typically be followed up with a meeting or call. Involvement at this stage enables us to assess their approach to pay and 

how it supports and develops the companies underlying corporate strategy and direction. Should we not agree with a 

proposal we are clear in our feedback and offer suggestions to help alleviate concerns to result in proposals being 

agreeable to both parties. Should proposals be submitted which we fundamentally oppose on grounds of quantum, lack 

of challenge or general in appropriateness we encourage companies to withdraw them. Should companies proceed 

irrespective of our feedback, we vote against the proposal when submitted for shareholder approval. 

We had 24 consultations on remuneration matters in 2021. There were a number who responded to our feedback and 

either withdrew proposals or made changes to remuneration structure. One such example was a UK-listed company 

that wished to make a significant one-off LTI award to its Chief Executive, and to also increase other elements of the 

remuneration package. We engaged with the company and advised them that, while we were comfortable with the 

general increases to the remuneration package, we were fundamentally opposed to the one-off LTI award which could 

result in excessive reward and we questioned whether it would fulfil its initial objective. The company withdrew the 

one-off grant and proceeded with the general increase.  

Another example was Ascential plc which consulted on a proposed 10-year equity plan. The proposal had flaws, most 

notably a proportion of the award vesting irrespective of performance. Despite expressing our concern, the company 

proceeded with the proposal. However, it was withdrawn on the day of the AGM when it became evident that there 

was insufficient support for it to pass. 

There were others who pushed ahead with proposals that we did not believe to be appropriate and have been subject 

to sizeable opposition to their proposals. An example is Fuller, Smith & Turner plc. They wished to grant exceptional 

sized LTI awards, in addition to normal awards. We considered this to be excessive and was an attempt to remedy 

outstanding awards that were unlikely to vest. The result was a significant vote against the proposal at the AGM. 

Engagement example: ESG strategy & disclosure  

While we have been involved in remuneration consultations across multiple decades, during 2021 there was a marked 

increase in companies consulting with us on the ESG strategies and disclosures. Discussions centred around materiality, 

frameworks to report against, depth of disclosures, target setting, and how to incorporate ESG into the remuneration 

structures. This has involved companies spanning a wide range of industries such as telecommunications (Gamma 

Communications), medical devices (Advanced Medical Solutions), financials (JTC PLC) and digital services (Trustpilot). 

These are early in the consultation process and we look forward to seeing the evolution of their strategies and 

disclosures. This is in addition to in-depth engagements with companies on transition strategies where it is of primary 

importance, such as Shell PLC and HSBC (Included in Principle 10). 

Engagement example: Covid equity-raises and wall-crossed engagement 

The Covid19 pandemic came to dominate our engagement with companies around strategy in 2020. The lockdowns 

that began in March 2020 caused severe financial pressure for certain industries and companies, sometimes 

precipitating the need for new equity issuance. During 2020 we were 'wall crossed’ on 69 separate occasions. 

In 2021 our participation in 'wall crossing' activity was at a similar level to 2020, although the number of primary equity 

raisings from our investee companies was significantly reduced.  

The nature of those raises was often very different from the acute need for support that we saw earlier in the 

pandemic. Companies had adjusted to the new environment and were now looking to us to help fund revised growth 

strategies. 
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Hotel Chocolat, which we highlighted in last year's report, is a perfect example of 

this shift. In 2020 we engaged with the company in the very early stages of the 

crisis, before government-sponsored credit facilities and furlough schemes were 

announced. As the company was not indebted, it lacked sufficient banking 

facilities for the unprecedented situation in which it found itself. We agreed with 

management that raising fresh equity was the right solution. In 2021 we once 

again engaged with management and agreed to support an equity raise, this time to fund the capital investment 

supporting the evolution of the company's strategy from a UK store-led brand to a digital-led brand with global 

ambitions.  

We have always made clear to our investee companies that we are keen to discuss significant developments in strategy, 

including equity raises ahead of public announcements. Being 'wall crossed' means the short-term ability to trade is 

restricted, although the ability to influence and assess strategy is increased. We can pre-commit to participating in 

raises, giving greater certainty and security to the issuing companies. 

Of course, the pandemic's impact upon some sectors was as challenging in 2021 as 

it had been in 2020. Jet2 is a company in one such sector. In February 2021 we 

engaged with management in a wall-crossed situation ahead of an equity raise to 

provide sufficient liquidity for the company to manage the ongoing restrictions 

upon international travel. 

As responsible long-term stewards of our clients' investments we take situations like these on their own merits, 

balancing the urgent needs of companies with the risk and potential rewards of investment. Engagement plays a 

significant role in those assessments, enabling us to explore various potential scenarios in a period of extreme 

uncertainty. Our goal is to understand the financial requirements of those companies under different scenarios: to 

ensure that equity issuance is sufficient to ensure survival, and that new investment offers a return potential 

commensurate with the ongoing risks. 
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Principle 10: Signatories, where necessary, participate in collaborative engagement to 
influence issuers. 

As we have outlined in the previous principle, we believe that actively engaging with companies to improve ESG 

performance and corporate behaviour is one of our core responsibilities as an asset manager. We do this through a 

combination of direct engagement, but we also see the value in participating in collaborative engagements with other 

like-minded investors and stakeholders. This can be beneficial for a couple of reasons.  

1. Where there is a specific theme, we would like to engage on and an organised campaign through an organisation 

makes the most sense. Some focussed organisations have a depth of knowledge we can rely on in a particular 

subject matter. 

2. Where we recognise our shareholding on its own is not sufficient to influence change. This route is often used as 

part of an escalation.  

Wider engagement with other stakeholders, such as employee unions and non-governmental organizations, may also 

form part of our engagement activities. This can involve collaborating directly with a small group of like-

minded investors to engage with a company on a specific issue. In others it involves participating in international 

initiatives, often based on a multi-sectoral approach. This helps us to increase leverage to influence investee 

companies to carry out their business responsibly. We have focused on the following topics in 2021: 

 

 

Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change and its 

CA100+ initiative. 

 

In particular respect of Covid19 vaccines, we collaborated with the Access to 

Medicine Foundation and other investors, government and NGOs. 

 

Supporting biodiversity through being signatories of the IRBC and through the 

Satellite-based engagement towards no-deforestation initiative 

 

Implementation of a Living Wage in supply chains, together with other members 

of the Platform Living Wage Financials 

In 2021 we were involved in 128 collaborative engagements on a number of different issues. Participation style varied 

from the very active participation in the HSBC and Proctor & Gamble engagements, down to taking a more passive role 

in the opioid engagements through the Investors for Opioid Accountability (IOPA). The examples below are focussed on 

our equity and fixed income holdings. Please see Principle 4 for information on our real assets team’s work with AREF. 

Engagement priorities 

Theme-related engagement mainly focuses on the topics of climate change, biodiversity and health. Our themes are set 

by priorities that are either a focus of Aegon AM or one of our clients. One such example is our internal client, Aegon 

NL, which gave clear guidance to us on where to put specific focus in the engagement work this year. The Aegon NL’s 

Responsible Investment Policy covers a broad set of topics which cannot be tackled equally at the same time. However, 

biodiversity and health are key topics of Aegon NL’s Responsible Investment Policy and were also identified by the 

Dutch International Responsible Business Covenant (IRBC) as high-priority topics to focus engagement and voting on.  
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The focus on health proved to be of very high importance in light of the 

ongoing pandemic. It was beneficial to be a signatory of the Access to 

Medicine Index and leverage their expertise. Aegon NL acknowledges that 

COVID-19 is a global challenge which requires product accessibility and 

equitable price-setting. They requested clarification on a range of topics with 

pharmaceutical companies: what responsible COVID-19 recovery meant to 

their access to medicines strategy; transparency on public funding; and disclosure about how the pandemic is factored 

in into their pricing strategy. To reiterate the requests, Aegon AM spoke at selected pharmaceutical AGMs to pose the 

engagement requests directly to the boards of the companies.  

Furthermore, Aegon AM suggested to encourage world leaders in the G7, G20 and ACT-Accelerator Facilitation Council 

to finance the ACT-Accelerator in full and deploy adequate funding to ensure fair and equitable access to COVID-19 

tools globally. Consequently, the topic was tackled from different angles, which is necessary because companies need 

the right level playing field. 

In the context of the IRBC covenant, Aegon AM led engagement work in a multi-stakeholder group with other like-

minded asset managers and owners in the insurance industry, as well as with Oxfam Novib, Save the Children 

Netherlands and different Dutch ministries, to tackle product affordability and governance issues such as tax 

transparency with two pharmaceutical companies. The companies were selected in a joint effort and consent between 

all stakeholders involved. One company was particularly responsive and showed good progress to our requests (See 

example below).  

Engagement example: Pfizer (US) 

Target company  The company specializes in healthcare products such as medicines, vaccine 
and consumer healthcare. 

Objectives Calling on this globally important player to fight the Covid-19 pandemic to assure its products 

are available globally for people of all backgrounds and of all income levels, in line with the 

standards set out in our client’s responsible investment policy. 

How we engaged Together with other insurers, NGOs, and the Dutch government, we collaborated to share 
knowledge and improve access to medicines. We questioned Pfizer on medicine affordability 
and transparency of price-setting practices. As the Covid-19 pandemic unfolded, we focused 
our efforts on issues relating to vaccines. After we sent a letter to the company, we had a 
conference call, followed-up by emails. The company then announced an advanced vaccine 
purchase agreement with COVAX for low- and lower-middle-income countries. 

Outcome of 
engagement 

Progress to date has included:  

• An initial agreement to provide up to 40 million doses to COVAX in 2021. 

• First deliveries to take place in Q1 2021 subject to the execution of supply agreements 

under the COVAX Facility structure. 

• A not-for-profit price for the COVAX Advanced Market Commitment covering 92 

countries. 

• Pledged to deliver 1 billion doses of its COVID-19 vaccine to poorer nations this year and 

another 1 billion in 2022. 

Status and next 
steps 

This engagement is qualified milestone 3. 

We will continue the dialogue on price setting standards and transparency.  
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Aegon AM is a member of the Platform for Living Wage Financials. This is a coalition of 

investors working to engage investee companies in the Garment & Footwear and Food 

Retail and Agricultural sectors, on their implementation of living wages. Ensuring a living 

wage is an essential aspect of decent work, according to the UN Global Compact. While 

governments have a role to ensure that appropriate mechanisms are in place to create a 

social safety net for workers, often minimum wages do not afford a decent standard of 

living. A recognised impediment to the realisation of living wages is a lack of data and 

transparency into the supply chains of apparel and footwear brands. There has also been a lack of understanding on the 

part of brands about the importance of living wages in terms of negative impacts on business, but also the detrimental 

consequence to supply-chain workers, many of whom are women. The inclusion of living wage payments in the 

framework of supply chain due diligence conducted by brands is now an expectation from regulators and investors, but 

also increasingly consumers.  

At Aegon AM we are mainly active in engaging garment companies and collaboratively we assess companies using a 

methodology developed with Mercer, covering eight key pillars: policy, engagement with multi-stakeholder initiatives, 

engagement with trade unions, assessing impacts, integrating findings, tracking performance, remedy and 

transparency. Focusing on living wage policy and definition across all 20 companies assessed, scores remain scattered. 

The main elements missing are the acknowledgement of living wage as a salient issue and a complete definition that 

includes the family- component of living wage. Throughout 2021, we engaged with four and saw two of these in 2021 

progressing to a higher category of development. 

Engagement example: Zalando (Germany) 

Target company Online fashion platform, selling both third-party and own-
label garments.  

Objectives Our engagement goal was for this company to improve their score in the Platform for Living 

Wage Financials (PLWF) living wage assessment, which would, for example, include improving 

their living wage policies, as well as supply chain practices. With an annual cycle, we will 

assess the company again next year and will monitor improvements and developments.  

How we engaged With other platform members we collaborated to share knowledge and approach investee 
companies to address and encourage the payment of living wage in global supply chains. 
After the PLWF assessment, based on publicly available data, we had multiple email contact 
moments to discuss the assessment with the company, an in-depth call was held together 
with other investors. 

Outcome of 
engagement 

Progress to date included:  

• The company does include standards around minimum/low pay in its code of conduct 

and will consider expanding to living wage. They have scaled up the human rights team 

and started to analyze their collected data originating from third-party suppliers.  

• Tangible advice was provided to the company on ways to improve their score in 

next year’s assessment. The advice was to augment disclosure and implement an 

independent, external assessment for the company’s whistleblower hotline.  

• They confirmed their attendance at the annual PLWF conference and will join a training 

on the topic living wage. Promising signs for increased awareness.  

Status and next 
steps 

For the overall assessment result, it still leaves the company in the ‘embryonic’ stage of the 

framework, but it acknowledges their efforts. This engagement is qualified milestone 2. We 

will continue the dialogue on an annual basis.  

 

  

https://www.livingwage.nl/
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Climate remains a high priority for engagements, the build up to COP26 and the reality of the climate situation quickly 

becoming a climate emergency. We continue to focus on companies that are the biggest contributors to the problem 

and engage to ensure they are measuring, monitoring and setting challenging targets to meet the goals set out in the 

Paris Agreement of 2015.  

These engagements are conducted by our Responsible Investment Team and through regular meetings with analysts 

and fund managers. However, this is such a big topic that we find it advantageous to join with collaborative initiatives 

to ensure that we are reaching as many companies as effectively as possible.  

Engagement example: Climate Change through Climate Action 100+  

Target company  E.on is a European electric utility company based in Essen, 

Germany. It runs one of the world's largest investor-owned 

electric utility service providers. 

Objectives The company is identified by CA100+ for engagement and we want to make sure that it takes 

necessary action on climate change. 

How we engaged To date we have had a number of calls and letters on the issue.  

Outcome of 

engagement 

The company has shown good progress since we started engaging them, it defined climate 

targets: 

• 2030: reduction by 75 % for Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions; reduction by 50% for Scope 

3 emissions 

• 2040: reduction by 100% for Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions 

• 2050: reduction by 100% for Scope 3 emissions  

• Linked remuneration to sustainability criteria, including climate targets 

• Improved its CDP score - included in the ‘A List’ of the CDP  

Also, the company developed a paper which aims at integrating climate-related risks into 

existing (risk) management processes and is used as a basis to update reporting processes. 

E.ON is now working on implementing the targets per Business Unit and combine them with 

measurable action.  

Status and next 

steps 

Milestone 3: We will monitor this process and request more ambition on short-term targets. 

Climate policy engagement is also in the focus of further engagement activity as they have 

been behind in being transparent towards stakeholders.  
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Engagement example: Fossil Fuel funding through the Investor Forum  

Target company  HSBC Bank identified as the second largest fossil fuel funding 

bank in UK by the Banktrack report in 2020.  

Objectives We originally contacted them after the Barclays resolution has been filed in 2020 to 

understand how they would stack up with their transition strategy, as we believed they 

would be targeted in 2021 by ShareAction. The company was slow to articulate and 

communicate this strategy and they were targeted as predicted. 

This engagement was a combination of direct and collaborative engagement to ensure HSBC 

understood that this is a material business issue and that the company needed to show 

leadership commensurate with its position as one of the UK’s leading investment banks. Clear 

climate ambitions were needed and an effective engagement with ShareAction to ensure the 

best outcome.  

How we engaged The initial direct engagement resulted in a lot of conversation around policy and anecdotal 

evidence of them considering climate change in their financing decisions, but there was a lack 

of a clear and measurable strategy to reduce the amount of environmentally damaging 

activities that were being funded.  

In February 2021, the Investor Forum arranged a collective engagement to discuss with the 

CEO, Chairman and Head of Sustainability. This was a direct result of the ShareAction 

Resolution being tabled at the AGM, which asked for the company to set and publish a 

strategy for the short, medium and long targets to reduce exposure to fossil fuel assets on a 

timeline aligned with the goals of the Paris Agreement, starting with coal and to report 

progress against this strategy from the 2022 annual report 

The company was planning on tabling their own similarly worded resolution at the AGM. The 

resolutions appeared to be reaching the same outcome, however, neither side seemed 

willing to compromise. 

This led to several communications from the Investor Forum with ShareAction and HSBC, as 

well as direct communications between AAM and both of the parties.  

Outcome of 

engagement 

• HSBC outlined a strategy, which was a starting point although light on details of targets. 

It committed to disclosing progress and updating shareholders on any further target 

setting taking place. 

• The company would not be issuing sector-wide exclusions or limits and instead will 

proceed on a client-by-client basis with escalation policies if any fail to make progress on 

their net zero ambitions.  

• Success was made in ShareAction withdrawing its resolution prior to the AGM to enable 

a clear mandate to the company management via their own resolution.  

• In an update via the Investor Forum in December 2021, the company outlined a coal 

phase-out policy, which is in progress.  

• Milestone 3:  Progress is being made, but will need to maintain ongoing engagement to 

ensure this continues. 
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Biodiversity is also a growing area of concern for investors – and has been the subject of another COP meeting in China 
in April 2022.  

Engagement example: Biodiversity through the satellite-based engagement towards 
zero deforestation initiative  

Target company Proctor & Gamble (US)   

Objectives The company had been identified by various NGOs for alleged 

deforestation and land clearing controversies for oil palm 

plantations in Indonesia. P&G’s supply chain oversight on 

deforestations by the company’s direct and indirect palm oil 

suppliers was considered to be insufficient. 

The collaborative engagement initiative targeted companies using soft commodities linked to 

cases of alleged deforestation, including P&G. Using satellite imagery of alleged 

deforestation, companies were asked to address deforestation linked to their operations and 

to set up robust processes to prevent future deforestation. 

How we engaged Aegon AM, acting as lead investor, engaged with P&G via emails and a conference call to 

learn more on P&G’s oversight of its Indonesian palm oil supply chain and to discuss various 

incidents of deforestation allegedly linked to P&G’s palm oil suppliers. 

Outcome of 

engagement 

• P&G provided a sound insight in its no-deforestation policies, implementation, oversight 

of direct and indirect suppliers, governance and escalations steps in case of any 

identified breaches.  

• Provided insight it its use of its Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (‘RSPO’) membership, 

transparency as to its suppliers and the use of grievance mechanisms in case of supply 

chain-related incidents.  

• Detailed response to various alleged deforestation incidents using the company’s own 

satellite monitoring data. Further investigation revealed that incidents either were not 

linked to P&G’s suppliers or found to be well documented and disclosed in the 

company’s publicly available deforestation grievance mechanisms and were 

subsequently being investigated.  

• Following the initial engagement call with P&G, the company provided additional insights 

in its supply chain oversight process, grievance mechanism and policies and goals to 

ensure a deforestation-free palm oil supply chain. The company noted that it was to 

further improve its transparency as to deforestation incidents, grievances and action by 

P&G including the use of milestones reached with timebound steps. 

• Milestone 3 – It is still early days for the implementation of its no-deforestation policy. 

P&G received an updated 2021 report on alleged deforestation cases and will investigate 

those cases which were not identified using their own systems and report progress via its 

regular grievance tracking mechanisms. Aegon AM will continue to monitor this 

approach to ensure that breaches of P&G’s no-deforestation policy are addressed. 
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Principle 11: Signatories, where necessary, escalate stewardship activities to influence 
issuers. 

As outlined in Principle 9, we track each engagement according to objectives set. Progress on engagements is regularly 

monitored and discussed internally. If, following engagement, we still have concerns, we may escalate our activities to 

include additional meetings with executive management, meeting with non-executive board members, expressing 

concerns through the portfolio company’s advisors and voting against the portfolio company’s recommendations at its 

annual general meeting or extraordinary general meeting. These instances are prioritised through size of active position 

or through the seriousness of the issue at stake – this is obviously a qualitative judgement but has been successful in 

our experience.  

We may adapt our approach by seeking collaboration with other like-minded investors. In some instances, we may even 

reduce or sell our holding, subject to appropriate client approvals in nondiscretionary client mandates. The example of 

HSBC in Principle 10 shows where engagement has been escalated to collaborative engagement when we were unable 

to gain enough traction at an individual level, which is also true of the Kingspan example below.  

This approach is adjusted for the fixed income engagements where there is no ability to vote at meetings. Fixed income 

escalation may take the form of public statement, legal protection of our rights or divestment.  

Engagement on behalf of Real Assets is limited and escalation methods even more so. This is something we will seek to 

build on in the future. 

Engagement example: Defending Bond Holder Rights  

Target company Tullow Oil  

Objectives •  Re-underwrite the business risk and investment case; 

• Re-assess the process risk and game theory; 

• Engage advisors to facilitate the above objectives but also to 

facilitate interactions with the company and other investors; 

• Represent our interests and objectives to the company 

management, board of directors, and its advisors; 

• Support a transaction that solved for our exposure with different risk profiles and 

process leverage within the capital structure. 

How we engaged The company had an unexpected guidance downgrade and management change, which was 

subsequently compounded by the Covid-19 crisis causing significant financial stress ahead of 

key debt maturities and potential covenant breaches.  

Aegon AM was invested across the near-dated maturities, which were themselves a 

potential default trigger, and the longest-dated maturities, which were exposed to the 

greatest risk of credit negative outcome. Aegon AM engaged with financial and legal 

advisors, as well as other investors, to re-underwrite the credit risk and seek to optimise 

outcomes for our investment in the structure. This engagement culminated in forming a 

creditor group of similarly aligned creditors, engaging with the company, and eventually 

supporting a transaction.  
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Outcome of 

engagement 

The company was initially slow to interact with its investor base and was thought to be 

dealing only with its most immediate maturities; namely its banking group and the next-to-

mature bond. As Aegon AM’s position was concentrated in the most at-risk security (the 

longest-dated maturity), we sought to organise with other like-minded holders and engage 

more formally than through previous, less formal channels as a single group.  

Aegon AM connected to form an ad hoc group with other investors that shared a similar risk 

profile and had similar interests to itself. As part of a group, Aegon AM hired a legal advisor 

to act as a holder of confidential information between investors, act as a party that could 

theoretically work on inside information while allowing the investors to stay public, and as a 

key advisor to help diligence process and legal risks.  

Through the group’s legal representation, Aegon AM and the other investors wrote letters 

to the company’s board of directors, outlining transactions that we would support and 

transactions that we would seek to oppose. Crucially, we sought to assert our position that a 

transaction that would substantially subordinate our position and expose us to significantly 

higher risk in a default scenario would not be viewed favourably by our group.  

The situation was resolved by the company coming with a market-based solution to issue 

new securities that would clear all maturities and default triggers (bar liquidity) until 2024. 

While Aegon AM’s longer-dated position was ultimately subordinated, it was to a 

significantly lessor extent than feared and the risk of material value leakage (through for 

example, certain economics typically awarded to certain creditors in restructuring 

transactions) to other creditors was closed. Aegon AM’s position in the near-dated 

maturities was redeemed at par, while the longer-dated maturity remained outstanding, 

and its terms were unchanged.  

After further engagement with the company, namely management meetings during the deal 

roadshow, Aegon AM supported the new market-based transaction and continues to be 

positioned as a constructive creditor to the company.  

 

Engagement example: Remuneration & Board Structure  

Target company Informa PLC  

Objectives Informa is a UK-based publishing, business intelligence, and 

exhibitions group. The company has been facing increasing 

opposition to its remuneration structure over several years, 

culminating in the 2021 AGM, where 62% of shareholders 

voted against the remuneration report and over 40% against the Chair of the Remuneration 

Committee, with lower levels of opposition to the other members of the remuneration 

committee.  

In 2020, the company changed the long-term remuneration plan to one that did not rely on 

performance criteria to vest but that, in our opinion, was not reduced sufficiently to reflect 

the fact that there was a greater degree of certainty to the outcome.  

In 2021, it became apparent that the remuneration committee had changed the 

performance criteria of previous awards already made, thus severing the link between the 

experience of the shareholder with the management as well as not reflecting the 

challenging circumstances facing the company. During COVID they had cancelled their 

dividend as well as utilising the relaxed pre-emption guidelines to issue 20% of share capital. 
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 Our goal was to ensure the remuneration structure reflected the circumstances facing the 

company, the directors responsible for making decisions around remuneration were treating 

all stakeholders fairly and that future shareholder engagement was more effective. 

How we engaged In the past few years, we have met or spoken directly to the Chair of the board (past and 

present), Chair of Remuneration Committee (past and present) as well as other non-

executives and the Company Secretary. At the point of the AGM, it became apparent that 

our engagement and escalating voting activity against the remuneration committee 

members was not succeeding in making change. We were aware that other shareholders 

were having similar issues so the Investor Forum enabled our collective voice to express our 

concerns to the board.  

Outcome of 

engagement 

The new Chair undertook a lengthy shareholder engagement programme to understand 

shareholder frustrations. He implemented some quick changes to the board, with three new 

non-executive directors being appointed, including a new Chair of the Remuneration 

Committee and new Senior Independent director.  

Subsequently the new Chair also engaged with investors to understand where changed 

could be made to ensure there was not a similar revolt at the 2022 AGM, which will be held 

in June.  

Milestone 3: While there seems to be progress to make engagements more constructive and 

the board refreshment should help in ensuring shareholders voices are heard. We will need 

to monitor progress on remuneration alignment closely.  

 

Engagement example: Controversy 

Target company Kingspan Group plc  

Objectives  Kingspan Group plc is a building materials company based 

in Ireland. It sells the insulation board product Kooltherm 

K15. This was used in small quantities as insulation on 

Grenfell Tower and its safety was among the issues being 

investigated in the Grenfell Tower Inquiry. The issues 

highlighted do not relate to the Grenfell Tower fire itself. 

Rather, disclosures to the Inquiry revealed that the company had been marketing K15 for 

nearly 15 years under a test report based on a test of a prior formulation of the product. 

We sought to understand the internal control environment, company culture and the steps 

taken by the company in light of the acknowledged process failures 

How we engaged We initially engaged with their head of Investor Relations in December 2020. However, we 

were not particularly satisfied with the response we got. We were aware that other 

shareholders had similar concerns so the Investor Forum facilitated two group meetings for 

participants - one with the CFO and one with the SID and Chair of the Audit and Compliance 

Committee. A series of collective letters ensured that the non-executives were aware of 

investor concerns and escalated the request for the Board to be more accessible to 

investors.  
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Outcome of 

engagement 

• Provided insight into the actions being taken including commissioning an Independent 

Review 

• Changes to executive leadership, including the Head of the Insulation Boards business 

stepping down from the role and the appointment of a new Group Head of Compliance 

and Certification, reporting to CEO. 

• Terms of Reference of the Audit & Compliance Committee changed to improve 

governance and oversight at Board level including more granular technical oversight. 

• New systems and protocols have been put in place to address the breakdown in 

communication between R&D, technical and marketing, along with new traceability 

initiatives.  

• New employee Code of Conduct has been disseminated across the global business, 

setting out the corporate values of integrity and honesty, and establishing a strong 

speak out culture.  Workforce engagement is being stepped up, and new employee 

engagement survey being undertaken.  

• Milestone 3: While there seems to be moves in the right direction with changes to 

oversight, we will need to be satisfied that these measures are effective. As the 

controversy was significant and the progress was slow, we decided Kingspan would no 

longer be eligible for inclusion in our sustainable equity portfolios. We subsequently 

downgraded it and sold our position from those portfolios. 

 

Engagement example: Upholding exclusionary criteria of funds  

Target company Advanced Medical Solutions 

Objective Advanced Medical Solutions (AMS) is a UK-based company 

which develops and manufactures advanced wound care 

dressing technologies for management of chronic and acute 

wounds. While AMS has historically not used animal testing, 

we wanted to understand why this was now taking place. 

How we engaged Contact was made via email, followed up by a call with the CEO. 

Outcome of 

engagement 

Historically the company has not used animal testing, as they are fundamentally opposed 

unless absolutely necessary.  

In 2021, AMS was launching a new hernia mesh product in the USA. Previously they would 

have launched in Europe first, where medical devices are less regulated and use the data 

gathered in these real-life human examples to satisfy the FDA requirements. Given the 

impact of COVID on elective surgeries in Europe, this was not possible, so animal testing was 

necessary.  

As the animal testing exclusion criteria is absolute in our UK-domiciled ethical range of funds 

this company was no longer acceptable and was sold out of the fund.   
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Principle 12: Signatories actively exercise their rights and responsibilities. 

We take our responsibilities as active owners seriously and recognise that voting is an important tool in this regard. 

We actively use our voting rights in the portfolios that are actively managed as we see them as a lynchpin of our 

stewardship activities. We do have clients who choose to implement their own voting policy which we can facilitate or 

they can implement themselves. In the response to this principle, we will focus on the voting that where we have had 

discretion to apply the Aegon AM policy.  

Our voting rights in equities are used in the best interest of our clients. As an active manager this means that we are 

generally supportive of the portfolio’s company management, although we expect companies to adhere to the 

standards approved by the relevant stock exchange and governance codes in the country where they are listed.   

The aim of our voting activity is to ensure that voting rights are exercised in an informed manner, to enhance long-term 

value creation and promote best practice ESG policies, disclosure and performance by portfolio companies. We 

consider and vote all shareholder meetings of UK and Dutch companies in which we invest and vote on all other 

markets where we own over 0.1% of the issued share capital. We believe this is the level where we have the best 

opportunity to influence management. This resulted in 60.1% of meetings being voted that we were eligible to vote at. 

We recognize that not all companies are the same and we strongly support the ‘comply or explain’ model of corporate 

governance. For this approach to work companies must be willing to provide good-quality and detailed explanations of 

the reasons for deviation from established best practice. When companies seek to adopt a different approach from the 

respective Corporate Governance Code, we recommend consideration of the Investment Association guidelines which 

can be found at: www.ivis.co.uk/guidelines. In markets where there is no defined regional best practice, we look to 

international best practice codes such as the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development Principles of 

Corporate Governance. We recognise there are huge differences in culture and practices in markets and we seek to be 

pragmatic in our analysis and voting. However, we need to strive to promote best practice and this is reflected in our 

very active engagement programmes demonstrated in the previous 3 Principles.  

Where we have a voting-related concern, within practical limits we contact the company ahead of the meeting to 

discuss, this is obviously easier in developed markets and can prove to be challenging in others. Sometimes companies 

can be unresponsive. However, in every instance where we vote against or abstain on an issue, we also write to the 

company clearly explaining why we have done so and what changes we would like to be made to ensure our support in 

future voting activity. There are examples included in Principles 10 & 11 that show these engagement activities. We 

view voting as a continuation of that process.  

We use the voting advisory services of proxy advisors, both for the voting platform and as a research provider. The use 

of research of both ISS and The Investment Association’s IVIS is just part of the input into the decision-making process. 

We also use our previous interactions with the company, the information held internally, the opinion of the relevant 

fund manager as well as the publicly available disclosures when formulating our opinions. Each meeting is considered 

on a case-by-case basis and in a pragmatic manner, with input from both the responsible investment team and our 

investment managers. 

In 2021 we did not vote in line with ISS recommendations at 18.3% of meetings. This was equivalent to 5.2% of all 

resolutions, of which the majority were on remuneration, director elections and share issuance requests. Our voting 

guidelines can be found at www.aegonam.com/responsible.   

We are influential in effecting change at an industry level as well as at corporate level. We are active members of the 

Investment Association and Eumedion’s committees on stewardship and sustainability and act as chair to the 

Investment Association Share Schemes Committee. Being active members of these committees helps us to contribute 

to industry discussions on matters such as development in standards, disclosure initiatives and the developments of 

legislation such as the Sustainability Disclosure Requirements regime which is currently in the consultation phase.  

http://www.ivis.co.uk/guidelines
http://www.aegonam.com/responsible
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Our holdings are automatically linked to the ISS ProxyExchange platform, although this is reconciled for every vote with 

the internal portfolio management system to ensure we are voting the correct number of shares. We record all votes 

cast and other relevant responsible investment activity. These records allow us to monitor each company’s progress 

towards compliance with the appropriate governance codes and to demonstrate to clients the approach we have taken.  

We report our voting records, complete with the rationale of the most significant votes. Our definition of a significant 

vote is one against management or abstention, as well as any vote on a shareholder resolution. The most recent voting 

report is updated quarterly and published at www.aegonam.com/globalassets/aam/responsible-

investment/documents/proxy-voting-report.pdf. 

Where appropriate, we attend the general meetings of the companies in which we invest. Where we exercise our right 

to submit a request for convening an extraordinary general meeting or for tabling a shareholder resolution at a general 

meeting of a portfolio company, we consult the company’s board prior to exercising this right. We ensure a member of 

the team is present or represented at such meetings to explain the respective resolution. 

Our normal practice is to agree engagement and significant voting decisions between our responsible investing team 

and the relevant investment manager. Where controversial issues are identified or there is disagreement then we 

escalate the issue to the appropriate Global Chief Investment Officer and their decision is final.  

Votes on non-support by category 

Remuneration 117 46.2% 

Director related 68 26.9% 

Routine business 14 5.5% 

Shareholder resolutions 11 4.3% 

Miscellaneous 1 0.4% 

Climate related 1 0.4% 

Bondholder 1 0.4% 

Reorganisation / merger 1 0.4% 

Total 253  

 

Votes by country in 2021 

United Kingdom 211  Netherlands 6  Denmark 2 

USA 54  Spain 6  Isle of Man 2 

Ireland 21  Switzerland 6  Malaysia 2 

Japan 19  Italy 5  New Zealand 2 

China 18  Luxembourg 5  Norway 2 

Guernsey 15  Sweden 5  British Virgin Islands  1 

Australia 10  Taiwan 5  Canada 1 

Cayman Islands 9  Belgium 4  Finland 1 

Germany 9  Bermuda 4  Hong Kong 1 

Jersey 9  Indonesia 3  Israel 1 

France 7  Singapore 3  Total 449 

http://www.aegonam.com/globalassets/aam/responsible-investment/documents/proxy-voting-report.pdf
http://www.aegonam.com/globalassets/aam/responsible-investment/documents/proxy-voting-report.pdf
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During 2021 we started to stock lend in some of our portfolios, however our policy is to recall all stock lent prior to 

voting deadline for the stocks where we hold over our voting threshold. This is to ensure we have exercised our full 

voting rights.   

Some clients had their own stock-lending policies beyond our control and it is their decision whether they wish to recall 

stock or not ahead of meetings which we can facilitate. 

For segregated accounts our approach to voting is agreed with the client and documented in the Investment 

Management Agreement. Our Voting Rights Strategy for pooled funds is disclosed in our fund prospectus and available 

to investors. We do not believe it is appropriate or possible to allow clients within such a vehicle to make voting 

decisions. We will listen to client feedback with regards our standard voting policy and make adjustments where 

possible to ensure the standards we adhere to are in line with client expectations. We are aware of the Taskforce on 

Pension Scheme Voting Implementation. We have actively been involved in responding to the consultation and further 

engagement via the Investment Association. We will monitor the situation closely in the coming months. 

Finally, if we have suffered losses as a result of misinformation or violations of securities laws, our portfolios are 

screened and class actions filed so that losses can be recouped on behalf of our clients.  

Examples where voting has led to changes: 

The example of Informa in Principle 11 is an ongoing example of where engagement, voting and escalation has started 

to make a difference. We have seen a good level of refreshment in the board over the past 12 months and a new Chair 

of the Remuneration Committee appointed. We have met with this director already, have clearly laid out our issues and 

advised what we need to change before we can consider being supportive of the remuneration at Informa.  

In other markets it can be difficult to understand what impact our voting is having; however, we have steadily been 

voting in the US market for years and escalating voting in companies that have poor levels of independence or diversity. 

Every unsupportive vote was followed up with the explanation and we are pleased to be seeing results of these actions. 

This year at Sunstone Hotel Investors we saw 2 well qualified females appointed to the board and Duke Realty where 

the composition of the Audit Committee was altered to become fully independent after our encouragement.   
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Additionally, the examples in Principle 9 of the remuneration consultations. There were a number who withdrew their 

plans to make changes when we indicated we would not be supportive in our voting. We have not named a number of 

them – however, Ascential had published the plan before withdrawing at the last minute due to lack of support.  

Rights and responsibilities do not rest solely in the Equity asset class, there are also rights attached in the other asset 

classes 

In Fixed Income, creditors typically seek to amend indentures at two different times. Firstly, at new issue, i.e., at the 

time the company is seeking to raise capital and the indenture is being negotiated for the first time; and secondly when 

the company falls into restructuring. Aegon seeks to maximise creditor protections within the realm of possibility at all 

times, acknowledging the need to balance our leverage (which can be situational) and need to participate in financial 

markets as a constructive creditor for our investors.   

Aegon’s approach in all markets utilises various resources and points of leverage. We have specialist research providers 

that produce detailed legal analysis of indentures, highlighting risks to creditors within the documentation. This 

augments our experienced credit research team, who also review indentures alongside a credit risk assessment. Points 

of concern are considered for materiality – i.e., severity of risk, likelihood of risk coming to bear, etc. – and can lead us 

to engage with the issuer / syndicate banks to seek documentation changes. This can be on areas such as extension of 

maturity date, tightening of loopholes – and this can be done either directly, but more often collaboratively with 

likeminded peers or through the Investment Association.  

The example of Tullow Oil in Principle 11 gives a demonstration of this activity.  

In real assets the exercising of rights and responsibilities is defined and described in our approach to Real Assets 

Investment Cycle (Acquisition, Management, Disposal) in Principle 7 

The responsibilities being defined by a very high degree of Due Diligence regarding the proposed purchase of an asset 
with a recommendation to the Investment Committee. This is then complimented by a clearly defined asset 
management improvement plan to attract and retain Tenants and finally best position the asset for disposal for the 
benefit of the investors.  

This process requires that the Landlord in this case the Property Fund, fully recognise the rights of all the stakeholders 
engaged in this process – and ensures that these rights are fully observed and adhered to in a disciplined, transparent 
and documented manner.  
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Important information  

For Professional Investors only and not to be distributed to or relied upon by retail clients. 

All investments contain risk and may lose value. Responsible investing is qualitative and subjective by nature, and there 

is no guarantee that the criteria utilized, or judgement exercised, by any company of Aegon Asset Management will 

reflect the beliefs or values of any one particular investor. Responsible investing norms differ by region. There is no 

assurance that the responsible investing strategy and techniques employed will be successful. Investors should consult 

their investment professional prior to making an investment decision. 

Opinions and/or example trades/securities represent our understanding of markets both current and historical and are 

used to promote Aegon Asset Management's investment management capabilities: they are not investment 

recommendations, research or advice. Sources used are deemed reliable by Aegon Asset Management at the time of 

writing. Please note that this document is not prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the 

independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by Aegon Asset Management or 

its employees ahead of its publication. 

All data is sourced to Aegon Asset Management unless otherwise stated. The document is accurate at the time of 

writing but is subject to change without notice. 

Aegon Short Dated Investment Grade Bond Fund: Aegon Asset Management Investment Company (Ireland) Plc 

(AAMICI) is an umbrella type open-ended investment company which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank 

of Ireland. Aegon Investment Management B.V (Aegon AM NL) is the appointed management company. Aegon AM NL 

is registered with and supervised by the Dutch Authority for Financial Markets (AFM).  

Aegon Sustainable Diversified Growth Fund: Aegon AM UK is the ACD of Aegon Asset Management UK ICVC, Aegon 

Asset Management UK Investment Portfolios ICVC and the AFM of Aegon Asset Management UK Unit Trust. UK funds 

are registered for distribution in the UK only. 

Please refer to the relevant Prospectus of the UCITS and to the KIID for more information on the fund(s) and its risks. 

The relevant documents can be found at www.aegonam.com. 

Aegon Asset Management UK plc is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  
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